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Dogwood Festival Highlights
Della Reese t Kirby Stone Four
Festival Dates Set
For May 11, 12, 13

Honor Society ,
Adds 5 Melubers
Rev. William Healy, S.J., Dean
of the University recently announced five additional members
for the Fairfield University
Honor Society, boosting its membership to fifteen. The new men
are Ronald Cappelletti, Ned Coll,
Roderick Dowling, Richard Picardi, and Thomas Tiernan.
Mr. l:appelletti, of Waterbury,
is one of the highest scholars in
his class, a member of Alpha
Sigma Nu, and is a former editor
of Scienfia.
I
Ned ColI, an English major
from Hartford, elected as a charter member of the Cardinal Key
Society, has earned close to fift.y
extra-curricular points in hIS
(Cont'd on Page 6, Col. 5)

RCA Victor

DELLA REF.SE

DAME JUDITH ANDERSON

Peter Krenicky '63
Subs For Dr. Klimas
Thru Research Fund
By AL LOJKO

Judith Anderson To Portray
Lady Macbeth, ~l~dea; May 3
By WILLIAM J. HALLAM

Dame Judith Anderson, frequently hailed by critics as "our
greatest living actress," will appear a·t Fairfield University
May 3, under 'the sponsorship
of the Alpha Sigma Nu Arts
Forum. She will star in a double
bill including her famous characterization of Lady Maobeth,
and in "Medea '62," a streamlined version of the JeffersEuripides classic.
The two roles are regarded
as the high points of the ce1e. brated Anderson career. They
have brought her two television
Emmies, as the outstanding dra-I
matic actress of the year, and
half a dozen other national
awards for her performance.
Her characterization of Medea
caused critics Brooks Atkinson
'l:<> hail her as an actress who
"breathes immortal fire into the
role."
Although born in Australia,
Judith Anderson's career has
been largely identified with the

Shakespeare J-ieclures
Set For May 2, 9, 16
Father John Ryan, S.J., announced that the annual Shakespeare Lecture Series will be
held on three Wednesday nights,
May 2, 9 and 16. The series is
in' anticipation of the 1962
Shakespeare Festival Season at
Stratford, Conn. Its purpose is to
give area play-goers an opportunity to "brush-up" on their
Shakespeare before viewing the
plays.
Participants in this yeai"s
lecture series include Fr. John
L. Bonn, S.J., who will review
"Richard II," and Fr. John Ryan,
S.J., speaking on "Henry IV."
Father Ryan revealed that either
Mr. Joseph Verner Reed, head of
the Stratford Festival, of Mr.
Maurice Evans, noted Shakespearean actor, will deliver the
third lecture concerning another
play to be performed this season
at Stratford.
The lecture series has been
presented by the University as
a public 'service for the past five
years. Attendance at the free
lectures has averaged between
five and six hundred people.

American stage. She first caught
public at·tention in the play
"Cobra." A series of roles followed, including starring parts
in "Strange In'ter1ude," "Morning Becomes Electra," and "The
Old Maid."
Leaving the New York stage,
she made a film debut as the
eerie housekeeper in "Rebecca."
Her most recent film assignment
was the role of "Big Mama" in
"Cat On a Hot Tin Roof."
Miss Anderson will be assisted in her performance at Fairfield by an able company. of
(Cont'd on Page 6, Col. 3)
.
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Dr. John E. Klimas, assistant
professor of biology at the University, recently announced that
Mr. Peter Krenicky, '63, a premed student, has been awarded
a "Student Research Participation Grant" by the National
Science Foundation which was
given to the University for the
purpose of financially aiding a
student who will do original research work under Dr. Klimas'
guidance.
Dr. Klimas has been accepted
and will participate in the
"Summer Institute of Desert
Biology," being held in Temple,
Arizona this year. During his
absence from the University,
Dr. Klimas' work will be carl'ied .out by Mr. Krenicky.
Dr. :Klimas, a graduate of
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 5)
_

Funds Short~Circu.itWVOF;'
Inaugural Sclledules Planned
WVOF, the radio club, will
have a working station before
the end of the semester, according to Mr. Michael Lawrence.
The major problems have been
overcome and only the lack of
immediate funds ke'ep the station, from operating.
The broadcasts will be limited
to the campus, so there will be
no problems in licensing. The
program of the initial broadcast
will be chosen by the members
of the club. Subsequent programming will be influenced by
the taste of the student body.
A suggestion box will be furnished.
The first program will last
about an hour, and it is hoped
that a prominent member of the
administration will officially be-

gin the broadcast.
Suggested programing consists
of news, records and interviews
with people on the campus. The
club welcomes anyone interested
in joining. Those interested contact Ml'. Michael Lawrence,
Gonzaga 128.

WEEKEND PRICE SCHEDULE
The pr!ce for the Dogwood
Festival' Weekend packaae deal.
will be :1:23. a savings of $4.50.
A sp<!cial sub-oackage. deal may
also be purchased for $8.50. This
includes the Fdd'l." night Formal l=):r.om aT1d Post-Formal Padv.
Tickets for the enHre weekend
wilt be 01'\ sale c:.t the Xavier
cafeteria ticket l2(;oth from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. ever'V weekday.
The booth will ooen today and
w;l\ close Mav 13.
A list of prices for the entire
weekend is as follows:
Friday Niaht Formal. $6.50
per couple: Po~t FormaL $3.50
per couple: Saturday afternoon picnic. $5.00 oer couple: I
Saturday niqht Festival of
Stars. ~6.00 ~er co"",le: Sundav Comm~nion Breakfast.
3.00 oer connIe: Su,.il,av afternoo": ja~:r. Darty. $3.50 per
couple: $~7,'i0 per COUPle .

"1-<lre C""M~e Rowls
"(~lwFl1Jlei( F-<)T April
Mr. Louis Zowine, president
of the Student CounciL has said

there will be more college bowl
contest this year.
The first will be held on April
1st. with lana College, and the
second with Albertus Magnus
on April 8th. Both contests will
be held here, and in both contests Fr. Oliver Nickerson. S.J.
will be M.C.
'

CISL Exec Group
IIere April 8th
The Connecticut Intercollegiate State Legislature will meet
at Fairfield University on Sunday, April 8. Rep!'esentatives
from the fifteen member colleges
will attend.
At the meeting, the state
'executive committee for the
coming year will be selected,
Included in this executive committee are a state chairman
treasurer, secretary and biP KIRBY STONE FOUR will ap!)eac at Saturday, May 12, 'Festival
chairman.
of Stan'

The Dogwood Festival committee of the Junior Class announces the headliners for the
May 11-13 weekend are Della
Reese and The Kirby Stone
Four.
The weekend will open on
FridilY evening with the annual
Spring Formal which will be
held at the Longshore· Country
Club in Westport, Connecticut.
Chairmen of this event, Brian
Dunn and Gerry McCarthy have
formulated plans regarding pictures, favors, and decorations.
Michael Zapf, chairman of the
Post-Prom Party stated the atlire of this event would be casual; sport shirts, bermudas, and
favorite brand of liquid refreshment. No actual theme was
given.
Saturday afternoon will feature the Picnic at Sherwood Is~
land. Rain will offer no problem
this year according to Chairmen
Vincent· Oliviero and Donald
Gniadek because the newly constructed pavillion will be at our
disposal. Food and liquid refreshment will be provided for
an enjoyable afternoon.
The main attraction of the
Weekend headlines Della Reese
and The Kirby Stone Foul' on
Saturday night. They will be
accompanied by Pat Dorne's
fourteen piece on;hestra. This
oLitstanding evening will be
open to the public.
Della Reese, one of the five
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 3)

PhI"t
C) h
. U
ICI'y .. U
Starts April 6
On Friday afternoon, Apdl 6,
there will be an organizationnl
meeting of the PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB, in room 105,
Xavier Hall at 12:10. The purpose of this organization i~ to
better promote the name of
Fairfield University. Ned ColI,
'62, organizer of this activity,
has experience in this field as
public relations 'director for the
Hartford Area Club for the past
three years. He pointed out there
are numerous ways the student
body can assist our Public Relations Department.
This club is open to all students and it is hoped many men
from various localities enroll.
Mr. CoIl also mentioned it is
imperative for underclassmen to
take an active role in this interesting and beneficial endeavor.
Besides its educational value, it
has been proven that increased
publicity ,has interested outstanding athletes towards Fairfield, Mr. ColI said.
Mr. Tartaro, Public Relations
Director, will serve as club moderator. He feels this student organization . will definitely enhance the academic, cultural,
and athletic name of Fairfield
University and urges all to attend next Friday's "kick-off"
meeting.
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F'U Glee Club Will Celebrate 15th Anniversary
With Scholarship Concert' In Klein '~Iemorial
Hartford Courant an!i Mrs. G.
B. Hues, chairman of the Connecticut Symphony Orchestra.
The participating schools were
Holy Cross, Providence College,
Saint John's Univ.ersity, Saint
Peter's University, Seton Hall,
and the University of Scranton.
In 1961, the festival was held
at Saint Peter's in Jersey City.
Fairfield was again the victor.

The judges were singing star
Jessica' Dragonette; Harry R.
Wilson, Chairman of the Columbia University music departrnent; Fausto Cleva, conductor
of the' Metropolitarr Opera Symphoni Orchestra, Francis D.
Perkins, music critic of the New
York Herald Tribune, al).d Waltel' Ehret, composer and arranger.

0A.~&.n

(A uthor of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf","The Many
Loou of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
The University's renowned Glee ·Club pictured with their director Mi'. Barak. They wilt' again
perform for the Bridgeport area at "the now traditional Klein concert.
By PAUL McNULTY

Simon Harak, director, and
Father John P. Murray, S.J.,
moderator, are the men respon.sible for Fairfield University's
championship Glee Club. Together, these men laid the foundation of the group, and this
'season they are priming the
Glee Club for its third straight
--victory at the Catholic Intercollegiate Glee Club Festival.
In addition, the group is cele'brating its fifteenth anniversary
with 'the annual scholarship
concert in the Klein Memorial
auditorium, April 13, at 8: 30
p.m.
Mr. Harak came to Ansonia,
Conn., from the Republic of
Lebanon. He studied music undel' several teachers in Hartford, New York, and Mexico
City. Mr. Harak's first major
musical role was as a soloist for
the National Broadcasting Company. He spent six years as a
radio soloist with NBC and CBS,
and then t urn e d to teaching
music and voice in Ansonia.
During this period, he directed
the Knights of Columbus Glee
Club, the Kiwanis Singers of
Shelton, and was soloist at Saint
Mary's Church in Derby. In the
first year of the University when
the Glee Club was organized,
the school was looking for the
best direc'tor in the area to lead
the new group. The rest is history.
Club Began With Forty'

the Waldorf Astoria, with Providenee College and the College
of New Rochelle.
In 1953, the two specialty
groups of the Glee Club, the
Campus Minstrels and the Bensonians, placed first at a festival
for quartets and octets at Newton College of the Sacred Heart.
The Fairfield groups won over
schools such as Boston College,
Holy Cross, and Manhattan.

First Title in 1960

In 1959 Mr. Norbert Betti, the
Director of' the Scranton University Ghie Club in Scranton
Pennsylvania, with the cooperation of Fairfield University,
ran the first Catholic Intercollegiate Glee Club Festival at his
school. In 1960, Fairfield was the
host and was awarded first place
by a select panei of judges composed of Howard Barwell of the
Firestone Hour; Francis Devol,
a renowned orchestra director,
After six years of existence IVlarshall Bartholomew, director
the Glee Club had attained an of the Yale Glee Club; T. H.
amazing degree of proficiency. Parker, music cri'tic of the
Many critics had acclaimed the
club as a group of well disciplined young collegiaite voices.
They had attained a repertoire
of material which ranged from
religious m u sic, to musical
comedy piec~~ to Negro spirituals. They hfitl. developed a well
balanced, rich blend of voices.'
This high point of development
is a Herculean task for any
group to attain in such a short
period of time. Much c-f the credit is due to the complete and
careful rehearsing under the expert guidance of Mr. Harak and
the inspired managemen't of the
moderator, Father John P. Murray, S.J. By this time the membership of the club had grown
to almost eighty, making it one
of the biggest organizations on
campus. From 'their wide v.ariety
of road concerts they had picked up a large following of admirers who helped to publicize Mr. Simon Barak, Director of
both the club and the school.
the University's Glee Club.

In the first seawn the club 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - was forty voices strong. They
entered into a schedule of rehearsals and concerts immediately. Their first concert was
presented to the Bellarmine
Guild. The highlights of the
opening sea so n were radio
broadcasts over WICC in FairMrs. Stover H. Snook, of Fair- ing the "Four Tune Tellers";
field and in Stam'ford.
field,- Ways and Means Chair- the New Haven' Barbershop
man of the College Club, a chap- Chorus; and a "community sing,"
The second year, 1948-1949, tel' of the American Association will comprise the program. An
saw the club's first formal con- of University "\TV-omen, has an- added attraction will be a wocert, which was presented at nounced that a Barbershop man's quartet from the "Sweet
Saint Vincent's Hospital. A fes- Quartet Concert will be held Adelines", who also sing Bartival was held that year in on Friday, April 13, at Gonzaga bershop harmony.
honor of P. T. Barnum at Fair- Auditorium, Fairfield UniversiTickets are available at Ray's
fi.eld University in which the ty, at 8 p.m. The concert will
club participated in a concert be presented in cooperation with Record Room, Fairfield, and
with several glee clubs and 01'- the New Haven Chapter, Society Whiting's, Inc., Bridgeport.
chestras from the area.'
for the Preservation and EnIn their third year the Glee couragement of B a l' bel's hop
Club was invited to s,ing with Quartet Singing in America,
the Connecticut Symphony at Inc. Mr. Richard H. Livingstone,
the Klein Memorial in Bridge- of Cheshire, Vice-President of
port. They also presented a con- the Chapter, is in charge of. the
cet't at the Waldorf Astoria concert arrangements.
Take time :to remember a
' N
Y k'
.
Several fine quartets, includF1 o tel In
ew or In conJuncfriend or loved one with a
tion with 'the glee clubs of Saint 1;::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;::;;11
John's University and the Co~beautiful Easter CHd or :reo
lege of New Rochelle. This was
FOR
the year that the club, now sixty
ligious gift.
voices strong, made their firs-t
road tonrs, singing in Hartford,
Wa'terbury, and"' Ansonia.
SEE
In~~~Cthe U.!}iversity graduated its first class. This was the
fourth:·ye~!:-.2.f-the' Giee Club's
operations, and their road, concert schedule grew to' ten concerts. They performed in a 46 N. Main St. So. Norwalk
Christmas concert with the Conl ED. 3-2272,. .l~5.3_ (AST MAIN ST.
Opposite City Hall
necticut Symphony Orchestra,
\) FREE PA~~INQ P!'l.P'R""~ISES
and did a repeat performance at

CRAM COURSE NO.1:
MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY.
The school year draws rapidly to a close; and it's been a fun'
year, what with learning the twist, attending public executions,
and walking our cheetahs-but are we ready for final"exams?
Some of us, I fear, are not. Therefore, in these few remaiiling
columns, I propose to forego levity and instead offer a series
of cram courses so that we may all be prepared at exam time.
We will start with Modern European History. Strictly de- .
fined, Modern European History covers the history of Europe
from January 1, 1962, to the present. However, in order to
provide employment for more teachers, the course has been
moved back to the Age of Pericles, or the Renaissance, as it is
jocularly called.
.
.
'The single most important fact to remember about Modern
European History is the emergence of Prussia. As we all know,
Prussia was originally called Russia. The "P" was purchased
from Persia in 1874 for $24 and Manhattan ISland. This later
became known as Guy Fawkes Day.
.
Persia, without a "P" was, of course, called Ersia. This so.'
embarrassed the natives that they changed the name of the
COl1ntry to Iran. This led to a rash of name changing. Mesopotamia became Iraq, Schleswig-Holstein became Saxe-Coburg,
Bosnia-Herzegovina became Cleveland. There was,even talk in
stable old England about changing the name of the country,
but it was forgotten when the little princes escaped from the
Tower and set fire to Pitt, the Elder.
Meanwhile Johannes Gutenberg was quietly inventing the
printing press, for which ,we may all be grateful, believe you·
me! Why grateful? I'll tell you why grateful. Because without
Gutenberg's invention, there would be no printing on cigarette
packs. You would not know when you bought cigarettes whether
you were getting good Marlboros or some hOlTid imitation. You
could never be sure that you were buying a full-flavored smoke
with a pure whit~ filter, a cigarette that lets you settle back
and get comfortable-in short, a Marlboro. It js a prospect to
chill the bones and turn the blood to sorghum -so if you are
ever in Frank-furt am Main, drop in and say thanks to Mr.
Gutenberg. He is elderly-40S years old last birthday-but
still quite active in his laboratory. In fact, only last Tuesday he
invented the German short-haired pointer.
But I digress. Back to Modern European History. Let us
turn now to that ever popular favorite, France.
France, as we all know, is divided into several departments.

Barbershop Qllartets Perform
At Apr. 13 Concert In Gonzaga

TUXEDO RENTALS
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There is the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
Gas and Water Department, and the Bureau of Weights arid
Measures. There is also Madame Pompadour, but that need
not concern us because it is a dirty story and is only taught to
graduate students.
.
Finally, let us take up Italy-the newest European nation.
Italy did not become a unified state until 1848 when Garibaldi,
Cavour, and Victor Emmanuel threw three coins in the Trevi
Fountain. This lovely gesture so enchanted all of Europe that
William of Orange married Mary Stuart and caused a potato
famine in Ireland. This, in turn, resulted in Pitt, the Youngel·.
All of this may seem a bit complicated, but be of good cheer.
Everything was happily resolved at the Congress of Vienna
where Metternich traded Panna to Talleyrand for Mad Ludwig
of Bavaria. Then everybody waltzed till dawn and then, tired
but content, they stMted the Thirty Years' War. © 1962 Me.x Shulm"~.

*

*

lJIoday you can buy Marlboros all over Europe, but you might
have to pay a premium. In all 50 of these United -States.
however, you get that fine lJlarlboro flavor, that excellent
Marlboro filter, in flip-top box or 10ft pack at regulation
popular prices.

Campus YOUll~ Dems SpOllSOr
.Senator Dodd, A"D~A,. Speal(cr

Right To Work l,aws
Favored By 1\'Ir. Reid
In Address To S.A~ L
In an address sponsored by
the. Society for .t.he Advance-I
ment.of Management, Mr. Mau·

been used to descl'ibe him most
recently, fOt" his opposition to
the administration's policy toward the United Nations and
rice Reid, M-anagel' qf Relations
more specifically on their Congo
:md Utilities at General Elec·
policy,' He also opposed Presitric, voiced his approval for the
dent Kenned~"s suggestion to
2nac-(lnent of right (0 work
create a Department of Urban
Affairs with cabinet rank.
laws. Such laws, he said. are
Senator Dodd is not, however,
based on the freedom of the in·
opposed to the United Nations
dividual to work where he
as such but only some of its
chooses.
recent policies. In a Senate
These laws, he pointed out.
speech of March 22. he said. the
are not unsound. undemocratic.
early concept of the U.N. "lies
and immoral a-s George Meany,
shattered in 'tbe events of the
PERSPECTIVE CHILEAN STUDENTS IL Ecceiesinc and G. presiden t of the AFL-CIO, has
Congo, by India's forcib1e anAmbed discuss plans for May-January prog'ram,
suggested. They have, on the
nexation of Goa and the Panother hand, given an economic
dora's box of' unilatel'al threats
booster both to the employee
that this action. has a1l.:eady
and employer, he said, and
opened/' However the Senator
have served as a means of remaintained that an effort should
turning
democracy
to
the
be made to. 'save 'the U ... T •
The· Senator's actions, since
unions, in which the indivi d ua 1
SENATOR THOMAS DODD
now has little or no voice.
he has been in the Senate, have
.
By WILLIAM BURNS
.
it will be to handle pr<}bl~ms
led his critics to label hiTl1 conReveremi Edward J. Sweeney, brought about by the divergenRight to work laws will fur-!
SEAN M. DUNPHY
seTvative and even reactionary.
S:J., of t~e Depart~ent of In- cy of the cultures, climates and ther serve as a protection for! John W. Conroy, '62, Presi- This in turn has led his supter-Amencan RelatIOns at Ford'- health facilities. After this first the minority as is provided for j dent of the campus chaptel' of porters to retaliate. S~nator
ham· University stated on .Wed- period a native supervisor will by the Bill of Rights, Mr, Re~d the Young Democrats, recently Paul DouglaoS, Democrat of Illinesday, March 21, .two Falliield be appointed.
said. Likewise, such laws WIll announced t hat the club will j noise. rose in the Sen ate on
.l:f', stude~ts, Gary. Ambert '63
During the past two yeal'S check the immorality of em- sponsor two speakers of varied March 1 (}f this year to defend
·and Kevm· Ecclesme '84 had
.
.
o
.. .;.~-.
. ted f '
ei 'ht FaIrfield has been represented ployer and union conspirln ' to- political positions dLH'ing the 1 Dodd. He said, "I think the pubv=><l
accep
0 I
an
g
in the Chilean Programs of gether to subdue the rights of month o( April.
lic should know. t hat Senator
month· progTam of undergrad.. .'
. .' the individual, he .said.
Dodd's domestic voting record
....
-l-....
.
"'h
C
'th
l'
U'
Fordham
Umvelsity.
Particlua"", IHUU.Y: ill .• e a 0 IC nl.
fi' P
The first speak-er will be the is one of St!'Ollg sUPPOii for Iib't -" Chl'l
t Santia.
pants In the .rst rog'ram were
As the greatest single bar- "controversial" Democratic Senv-er51 Y UI.
e a
go
Thomas Holland '62 and Pat
. .
. ~h'
t
ator 'from Connec'ticut, Thomas eral and progres-sive causes ana
that his opposition to communThe cand-idates 'for this third Perillo, '62. Last year. F.airfield -gammg power m L IS coun ry,
a small em- J. Dodd, who will speak on ism is one based .on the facts
Chilean program sponsored by was represented by Terrence the union, should'o'n
has
the American Foreig'n Policy 00 the as he sees them and not on inlef
1
poyer
. u se to J J I't
,
'.
F()I'<iham, we~e required. to have Kiernan, '63.
potentiality
of
putting
him
out
evening (}f April 6.
discriminate attacks
the inrec{)Inm~ndatlOns from the Dean
11he program is desi-g'ned to
The second will be by Mr. nocent."
of ~tUdIes, ~r. Healy~ the head en{:ourage cooperation between of business since he does not
have sufficient economic means Most, President of the -Bronxof the Spamsh department, Fr. peoples of both Chile and the
to withstand a strike, Mr. Reid Westchester chapter of the
L.eeber, and some other pl'~f~s- United States. It is hoped 'that said.
Americans for' Democratic AcslOnal p.erson. Anothel;' z:eqUls,lte through this and siinilar PI.'Otion. This group, which Senator Tim HuJIs and Puffs =
was 1l'2'5~ word letter In SpanLSh grams the American image in
A question ·and answer per- Barry Goldwater, during his I'etil tb.<; ~lrector of t~e P~ogram Chile will be improved furough iod was held following th ad- cent speech here, claimed con- ManQr Steams Ahead
eK{tlalnmg the candIdate s rea- understanding.
I dress.
trols the Kennedy administraEditor-in-Chief of the '63
sons for wishing to participa'te
tion has been' under fire from ManoT, Tim Huff, recently anin the program. On Saturday,
both right wing and moderate I nounced that he and his staff
Mlll'Ch 16, a series of interviews
groups. Mr. Most will defend have conducte~ a series of meetwas conducted by members of
the A.D.A.'s position in the ings with a prospective publish1.b.-e sbff of the Department of
Democratic party today.
er. Arising out of these meetings
.Inter-Ameriean Relations to
_
.
.
.
has been a proposed tnp to 'the
further determine 1lheir qualifiBy lAY LA CROIX
Senator ~oda - ~ servmg hIS publisher's factory. The' main
cations. F(}r this reason the inDon aId Preziosi, :In A.B.
fir~t term In 'the Senate a~ter purpose of 'the tr-ip would be to
terviews were conducted par- Greek major '62, has been
bemg . the on.1 Y • Cor:nectJcut observe how the publisher's' art
tiaUy in Spanish.
awarded a National Defense
~emoclat. to seive I.n eIther the staff would develop the undis·Mr. Ambert and Mr. Ecolesine Fellowship to Georgetown UnieIghty-thIrd or the elghty-fo~rth closed theme of the year book.
will 1 e a v e sometime in May. versity, amounting to $6,800 over
Congress. In 'the Sena,t.e he IS a
In addition he announced the
They will board in the homes of a three year period.
n~ember of. the ForeIgn Rela- appointment of Michael Clarke,
Chilean families in the area to
Mr. Prezios'i, whose field is
trons CommIttee an? as a mer.n- '63, to the post of Photography
absom the true present day cul- linguistics, will study for his
bel' of that commIttee he 1~- Editor. Mr. Clal'ke's appoint'ture of the nati(}n.
M.A. in Indo-European lancently made an exploratory tnp ment follows the resignation of
Upon arrival the participan·ts guages, and for his Ph.D. in
to the Congo.
Gary Ambert -and Michael Hunt
engage in an intensive program Italic di,aleots (period 1006 to
The word "controversial" has from that p1)sition.
in· conversational Spanish. This 500 B.C. before the rise of
·is necessary since all their class Rome). This training- will prelecture<; will be delivered in pare him for a career in teachSpanish. These classes at the ing or research on the college
C 1JhQlic University will c(}nsist level:
.
mainly of cour-ses in Spanish'
A student of lang'uag'eS, Mr.
Literature, La'tin American Lit- Preziosi speaks Spanish, Greek,
erature, European and Latin Italian, and has a reading knowAmerican history, Education and ledge of Latin and French. PreSodal Psychology together with sently, he is pursuing the study
a seminar course in Lat.in of Hebrew and Sanskrit.
American P l'Obl ems.
Much of, the participal)t's
Mr, Prezi(}si is Editor of New
DON PREZIOSI, '62
tin e will be occupied by addi- Frontiei,s, fonner Feature Edi-

I

G<t Ambert~63~1(. Ecclesine '64
Accepted For Cllilean Study

I

I

on

Don Preziosi To.4ttend Georgetown;
Wins $6,800 Governrnent F ellol,vship

ExtraI

tional extra-curricular activities. Working in- '~ooperation
with programs of the United
States Information Service, they
will 'tour many of the cultural
points of interest in Santiago
and probably p'articipate in field
trips. They may also engage in
some teaching of the English
langu ge.
For the first few months in
Ohile the students win- be aecomp!lnied by a' supervisor from
Fordham University, whose' duty

. WeUare Dept. Needs
Outlined By H. Fuller

THE SUPERBA tie
of 100% DACRON*

tor of the STAG, past president
(}f the Dante Academy, a mem- in Fairfield and New Oanaan, he
bel' of the Honor Society and is organizer and director f the
'the K. of C. An accomplished Student Art Exhibition whlich is
painter, who has had showings' to take pla{:e soon.

POLYESTER

LlNEO*" WITH 100% DACRON

Besides top fashion,
you get top function :

1,.------------.....-------------.1
LAST WEEK WASN'T THE 14tlJ!

But U.B.'s "Scribe" said it was. Of
course, we're hoping it will' go 14 weeks,
and by now, you should know that we
are talking about the most sophisticated
comedy in many a 'year, "LOVEll COME
BACK". We really don't know why "Tile
Scribe" said, "14th week" - but this
will put the record straight - we are
now in our SEVENTH week!
Have you had the -pleasure of seeing
this hilarious comedy? If not, you still
. have the opportunity of being happily
entertained at

Opportunities in the State
Welfare Department were reo
cently discussed at Fairfield Uni- ...
1
versity by Howell Fuller, direc·
tor of the Bridgeport branch.
Mr, Fuller addressed the Sociology club and other students
interested in welfare careers.
Other speakers were Miss Catherine O'Sullivan and Richard D.
Sansonetti, a Fairfield U alumnus now associated with the
Bridgeport branch of the Connecticut State Welfare Dept,
Among the aspects of social
work a.ired in the session were
temporary aid to dependent children, child welfare, current legislation to expand employment
needs and educational require- 'L
ments.

THE COUNTY CINEMA
120

King's Higltway, FlIirlielr.l
EDison 4.1411

_

Colonial Travel
Bureau, Inc.

~ClIMt SOIL IT•••. ~

~WASH IT...

Milt-on Foster, Pres.
Complete Travel Service
Air • Land • Sea

~lt NEVER, NEVER
NEEDS <) (j
PRESS:ING! ,---...x

Specializing in Domestie &
Foreign Group Tours
953 Post Road
Faidield
CL 6·1064

The Open Book· Shop
Booksellers to Bridgeport and
Fairfield for 20 years

AN.\' BOOK IN PRINJ

lARGE PAPERBACK SB.EC1ION
Open Thursdays-Fridays 'tilt

Broad Sf.
Bridgeport
ED 8-2S6'P

Ul1quowa Rd.
Fairfield
CL 9-14l!

~

Always Free Parking
~

fl'M'ftS

furnishings -

street Yoor
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Editorial. • •

Letters
To The Editor,

THE LEADER MYTH
A collegiate class of three-hundred
is not merely a product of circumstances-it is an opportunity. The
Student Association presently views
this opportunity from a limited social viewpoint, i.e. class officers run
Mixers. The officers create larger
Mixers in Weekends and Festivals.
To make this creativity successful,
these four elected 'leaders' must bec;ome super-salesmen to raise the necessary basic capital needed for the
"biggest and best social event in the
school's history."
The STAG isn't knocking mixers
to abolish them. But when mixers.
salesmanship, temporary appointment
tasks (e.g. yearbook editors), and
the "greatest of all time" Festival,
are the extent of this opportunity's
use, some one's thinking is based on
a poor set of values.
Is the mixer the only and primary
social function or effort to be expected of an officer? Let's go to the word,
leader. And you have to go to that
word you voted for it you
voted for John Smith because you
thought he was the best leader.
Is John' Smith a leader when he
sells mixer tickets? Is he a leader
merely for his attendance at Council
meetings? Is he a leader merely because he knows a large number of
his class' members? Doesn't it seem
ironic? I nde e d, ridiculous? Any
theerleader can sell tickets, any rational animal can attend meetings,
and any Jimmy Fiddler can recogmze aU hi~ class' constituents. Con~der these and you have the campus'
ifPplicit, yet approved, definition of
_, l~ader.
Isu,'tthat class officer primarily
dected to take advantage of the oppQrtunity of the time and place,
l.eading his class to its responsibilities?
If not, e-xactIy what are we electing
officers for? If you want an honestto-Bacchus, swingin' mixer committee, then why don't you call it that

CAinments On TIME ••

Anti-Intellectual
Time 8ulfge~ted that anti-intellectuslism was a major problem in Catholic
-umvei'Sitfes. :wttile we reject the s.uspieion that this is due to the nature of
Cath~ie education, we do feel that the
probl~m 6f anti-intellectualism is quite
real. It exists here. At Boston College
thiS spirit is rampant among the student body and not altogether lacking
in orther quarters of the university.
We see the search for knowledge lost
ill the push for diplomas. Required
courses which might lay the student's
introduction to' sla'vish note-taking,
textb(joks outlines, and hack writing;
The' pursuit of knowledge, instead of
being central to these courses, becomes
relegated .to the position of an extracurricular activity. Teachers, in many
eases, offer solutions to problems before they are opened to inquiry. Instead
of being freed to find the truth, the
student is handed it. In many cases, it
is presented in condensed logical form.
The student who' would seek to discover answers in a more scholarly'
fashion, if not considered arrogant, is
~ertainly,felt to be wasting time with
such a paintstaking approach.
, Bostol} College is a univerSity, an
Ipstitution of learning. At a place of
\ear.ning an, anti-intellectual spirit is
eqUIvalent ,to a disease. It attacks the
very nature of education. At a university it is intolerable.
From The HEIGHTS. Boston
College newspaper, 2/26/62

Fairfield & TIME
, .Where could we be going? A glance

3k other campuses shows us that . . •
(And among the several exampleS' of
renewed empha,sis on intellectual
'g!1Qwth in American colleges . . . )
A final point: neighbor Fairfi!,!ld
University's roster of lecturers for this
month alone is praiseworthy. Abrai!am Ribicoff and John Lodge (both forlper Connecticut govern0rs~ spoke last

and say so openly? Isn' t it sheer hy- spectaculars. Perhaps, the most any
pocrisy to advertise a person's quali- officer can do about the spiritual welfications and promises for a job (bat fare of his class is to discuss the topic
does not exist in reality or have any with his class moderator.
purpose in reality? The whole sham
Here we ate in a Catholic Univeris an insult to your intelligence. We sity and we divorce the Student Assee only huge titles; rarely is their sociation from the Church and from
meaning investigated.
the intellectual life of the school. The
We must re-think this whole area Catholic, elected, stu den t leader
of the student leader definition. The should lead each and every member
Association of Students is, as the of his class to their responsibilities
STAG has written before, image- in every area as much as he can. One
bound in its thinking. We have an dedicated officer, involving as many
idea that student activity always ends fellow students in Council and class
with a balance sheet - but the leader work as possible, has more influence
is not just an entrepreneur:.
and effect against apathy, cheating.
We do not think of the leader indifference, and the usual list of
as a person.
"isms" than twenty-five depersonaWe think that the Student Coun- lized, elected officials automatically
cil· should 'use' the officer, when our attending meetings.
thought should be reversed., The
To this editorial, as to the last,
Council exists as a means, not as a
the charge of "idealistic" can easily
static monument to itself.
We think of the leader as the 'or- be applied. And the accusation will
ganization.' For this very concept, prove itself valid again and again as
we waste our, leaders by confining long as the indivi,duals composing
them to the organizing tasks for so- the Council refrain from openly discial and monetary events, when the cussing the idea and ideals of the Asreal leader should be delegating and sociation. Until these concepts can be
encouraging the assumption of re- discussed, they will never be active.
sponsibility to the non-elected stu- They will obviously remain in the
abstract realm of hypothesis.
dent.
This is not the last editorial on
We must open our minds. The
leader is first a person. And as a this subject. So long, as students reperson recognized as exceptional by main unchallenged in their apathy
his election, the leader first leads on toward responsibility, the student
a person-to-person level. So, the re- leaders bear part of the guilt for this
ligious, intellectual, cultural, physi- particular' failure, within Catholic
cal, and social, leadership ,goes on' education. The stu d en t, s' cry .of
every minute of the day. When does "idealism" can be disproven by their
the class cease to exist in any given officers' acts. And the officers' cyni-,
day? The leader's contact with the cism, "06 you really believe this
voter is primarily personal, not just could ever happen in a Jesuit instithrough signatures on Student Acti- tution?" ,demonstrates their present
vity Cards.
inability to understand the concept
The class officer should be con- ,of a leader. The leader is first a
cented with the spiritual and intel c subject of' his ,community's laws.
lectual welfare of his constituents, For all the' needed regulations of exnot .9flly the social and fiscal. Such ternal' authority, vast areas of poeffort..:doesn't necessarily require pos- tential responsible action await guid' '
ters; committees, rallies, and political ance and readership.
week; close to 3,000 people are expected tomorrow evening to hear Sen.
Barry Goldwater, and next week John'
Courtney Murray, S.J., will be in Fair- '
eld.
'
,
Wl1at does it all add up to? We feel
TIME'S article should be read in the
light of a challenge' - to Catholic intellectualism and intelleCtuals. 'By
highlighting both the present strength
and future possibilities of CNR, the
ground work for this challenge has
been laid. The challenge itself must
be made by the individual.
'
No matter how fine a college appears,
its success is ultimately. measured by'
its students ... From them must come
not only a reflection ot'the system, but
tlhe incentive to impro-(,e' it.

BOOK LOANS
To the Editor:
It would seem that a library's purpose is to serve the need of both faculty and students for reference works.
It may also bring lighter material into
the community, but its major responsibility is an academic one.
To better serve this aim, it would be
apropriate to extend the'loan time for
books. Some colleges have a threemonth loan system with two week recall. If this policy were instituted here,
it 'would make books, which sometimes
demand a more profound reading than
two weeks or a month permits, available for those who wish to pursue a
subject in depth. (In a somewhat incidental sidelight, the policy ()f bringing books in for renewal seems ludicrous. To carry a book for sixty miles,
for no other purpose than to get it
stamped, is fantastic.)
Since a college library serves as a
study area for the students,it would
seem reasonable to make it a place
where they enjoy studying. Comfortable chairs and a quiet smoking area
would make the library more usable.
It need not degenerate into a den or
inferno if this privilege were conditional on the neatness of the library.
Paul Scott

NO GOLF TEAM?
To the Editor:
On page 93 of the 1961-62 Fairfield
llniversity Catalogue is a listing of'
varsity sports supposedly engaged in
by students at Fairfield University. One
of 'the' sports mention is golf.

Unfortunately there wasn't 'a golf
team on this campus last year because
the Un!versity did not provide for one.
The reason for this failure as given by
the athletic administration was that it
was not possible to se,cure the )lse of 3
home course. How every high school in
the state was' able to secure a home
course'I'll nev.er know.
student opmlOns periodically to
keep itself informed.
"
.Even: after last .year's failure, the
, Catologue still listed golf as ,3 varsity
5. That the Union may make the
sport, so', one could, conclude that a
results of such inquiries available
team would be fielded this year, Howto its component organizat~ons, to
. ever, it has come to my attention that
the student body public generally,
there will not, be a golf team this year
and to the proper administrative
, either. '
'
authorities.
What
does
all this indicate? To
6. That the Union 'carry out the'
.it, shows that our school is a FRAUD.
above proposals (excepting the sec::'
, We are' advertising' something we do
ond) by means
a 'standing com'not have; we are breaking the contract
mittee to be called the Student,
. Opinion Commission. '
, '
'between institution 'and student. ThereBoard committee spokesmen pointed fore, I say, let's either field a golf team
or be honorable by strikirig golf from
out that the propos,als were not student
the catalogue and letting the world
government per se but that they did
know that' a ,"modern" Jesuit institu~
fulfill the responsibility, given' to the
Union in its constitution, to ,provide, ,tlon offers only a "medieval" athletic
,
liaison' between the student and the ad- program. . '
mi'nistration.
'
,"
Richard Ciarkiri, '83

me

of

From the College of New Rochelle's
,
TATLER.,2/20/62

'More On Council • ••

Student Opinion
CHICAGO, Ill. (LP.) -The Loyola
University Union Activities Boardrecently accepted six proposals--compos'ing ,the Student Opinion Commission.
Each of these was called a step toward
promoting more effective commurllcation between the student body and the
administration. The six, proposals which
were accepted as a unit follow: '
1. That the" Union inquire -into
, the scope of authority of each Dean.
2. That the Union, when confronted with a problem outside its
own authority, present the pr'oblem
t<l the proper adminis1irativecommittee or Dean, together with a
suggested solution.
3. That the Union furnish its
component organizations with minutes and reporis ,of Union meeiings,
4. 'Fhat the Vnion inquire ipto

REQUIESCAT IN PACE
,The STAGwishes to express iis
deepest sorrow on learning of 'the
death of Mrs. May Kufia. Mrs.
'Kufici was the aunt of Robert
Jori:~ti'_'62.··
'
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'Fra.nny & Zooey'
Salinger's Art

outpost
but
rather areofthe Communism,
means being used
the proper ones for the ultimate
good functional space staging, Mr. Sangiovanni though his red attainment of freedom in that
sometimes hinder th
volatile
little nation.
To . prove
Franny Glass, ll'ke Holden
enabling the director, Mister suspenders
. t 'IS
his blustering.
a t th e 1a tt er pOln
m f ac t
.
. h II h
,t
EmerI'ch
(who
also
det
S
t
d
t
II
b
t
h'
Caulfield,
IS fed up WIt a t e
Rober
The roles of Mrs. Hyra, Miss rue, ar re evo es a
U
IS phonies she meets. This is the
signed the set) a good range of Bowes and MI'SS Shea are not last chapter.
I
t
basis for J. D. Salinger 'sates
"He's a spy and you're a liar!" stage positions for the play's given that much development by
From its earliest history Cuba best seller, Franny and Zooey.
from
true
is the startling mid-play con- many fl'ashbacks and partI'al the author, especially that of has been restrained
.
.
The book consists' of two re. of the two prmCIpa
. . I' s blackouts; sound was h an dl e d Mrs. Hyra as the wife of the freedom by two
demnation
. very basic facts. lated stories about the bizarre
They are the one crop economy Glass famIly
.whIch
. '
'in the recent Drama Society well, although the guitar-music fOI'mer communist. .
first ap
I would wonder about the ex- and the lack of th~ internal
.'
. p
:
'Production, "Shadow of My background was in spots super-, uberance of the lighting design market. When the UnIted States pe~red In The Ne~ Y01!1;:~r mag,
Enemy" staged in Gonzaga Au- ,fluous, and 'distracting; the one,
.
h
1 1 established its sugar quota azme. Les and B~SSIe Glass are
.ditorium.· Dealing ostensibly failure was the lighting, which and e~ecutlOn, w ose usu.a r? e .
"
.' retired vaudevillians who have
of assIstance
and subordmatlOn eIther
or l not,.
It raise
. . d seven unusua 1 ch'ld
with a' situation based on th~ seemed 'unattached to the a c
-·
b
d thknowmgly
C b
'
1 ren,
,
.
d to the more essential plot and oun
e u an peop e 111 eco.
· Whit now- f amous Al. gel' H ISS- tion, in regards to action an
...
nomic slavery. Tl~ clique of all of whom have appe~red as
taker 'Chambers investigation merely served the purpose 'of character SItuatIOns IS overlook-·
1 d
11 d 1 t' youngsters on that radIO pro.
't experimental novelty. The mean-.
ed. This enthusiasm
reaches
eadl~hY
ca emg
· a 0I- gI'am ' "It's
a Wise Child"
The.
and trial of the late fortIes,
l'
.
.
.
h 1the fwun
IStS lan
e ft °thwnehrs
. e arves
.
'
f
t
.actually presents the inner' con-' ingless light-abstractions pro- pomt of dIstractIOn m t east th
t th 1 b
. only ones to appear in this story,
P
. }ected on the back screen h a d
act
e su%ar
ag
orers.
i however
:flict of two friends' Ioc k e d m
. when. Mr.
" Ndini's moving N'T ow
S111ce cro
a ll thOa t e
was
ro
w n ' along with Bessie , are.
ideological opposition,' one feel- no evident connection with the epIl?gue IS destroye?- by the un- was sugar beets, there was work the two youngest, twenty year
jng' he is serving his c'ountry .play, except perhaps to fill motivated, contrastm.g h~es 0.£ i only when the crop was ready old Franny and her brother
'best by reporting on the sub- space. Lights on characters red and green that rIp hIS pOl- i for market. That amounted to Zooey.
versive activities of the Com- showed no' ascertainable pur- trayal.
.
only three months a year. ConThe first episode concerns
munists, including his friend - pose except variety. One exOne. must always be aware of 'I sequently the peasant had an Franny's discovery of the "Jesus
the other feeling he is serving ample was .the unexpected red !he dlff.erence. between overall annual income that was .earne.d Prayer," wh~ch ~he found in The
the best interests of the world spot on Price during. the final ImpreSSIOn gamed at the mo- I in only three months. WIth thIS Way of a PIlgrIm, a book by a
by leading his country to Com- scene of the play projecting a ment of production and the he was to sustain himself and Russian peasant who tells hoW
munism, the alleged hope of shadow of him on the back analysis that can be enjoyed .at his family, which was unusually he wandered about the' land
·the world and true course of screen. If we had been prepared a later date. Taken on both of large, over a twelve month per- learning the prayer: "Lord Jesus
history.
for this, it might have been an these levels, A Shadow of My iod. Since· there was only one Christ, have mercy on me.' FranIt is a modern-day morality integrating factor to a play Enemy would seerp to offer a crop he was not only limited in ny explains to her boyfriend,
d d 't
d eommendation to the Drama his employment but in his pur- who turns out to be an intolerplay, unfortunately involving whi~ neee 1 - unp~ep~re Society for' their effort, though chases as well. He could not able ivy-Ieague-type collegiate
the medieval heavy-handedness for, It only appeared artIfiCial. one might wonder if it is mis- buy Cuban meat, bread, textiles (the story takes place on t h e
.which only' a master playwright
Working under the strain of a placed. One might also wonder or tools. The lack of industry weekend of the big Yale game)
can avoid; Sol 'Stein is unfor- limited script and not achieving at the choice of this vehicle necessitated imports from for- that "If you keep saying that
tunately not this. One good ex- the unity so necessary to drama, from the large archives .of dra- eign markets, namely the United prayer over and over again-you
ample of a morality play that the over-all production was a matic works that might be States. Therefore in purchasing only have to do it with your lips
comes off precisely because -it regn:ttable ch,oice for this year's more suitable and more effec- foreign goods, capital was never at first - that eventually what
'avoids the heavy hand of a Drama Society's one presenta- tive.
allowed to accumulate in Cuba happens, the prayer becomes
heavy moraliSt is Robert Bolt's tion.
Dale A. McNulty and this resulted in: the inability self-active."
"A Man For All Seasons" now
Richard M. Lawl_
---------,--of establishing a horne market
Franny eventually faints in
playing on Broadway. The magsince there were no horne in- the restaurant where the entire
niflcent character of principle
dustries.
conversation has taken place, blit
and practicality, Thomas More
Aside from our own newsSartre goes' on to assert that when she regains consciousness
·.is pictured as a human being,
papers and periodicals there are when Castro carne to power, his her lips move silently in tl)e
and not the statically moral and
few sources to which we Ameri- Agrarian Reform had two ob- Jesus Prayer, as the first episode
only incidentally human AugusThe unconventional is most cans can turn' to get an opinion jectives: diversification of crops ends.
tus Randall (Whittaker Cham- often condemned in the theatre on world events. As a result, we and the establishment of a horne
The second story concerns
'gers) who by bullying his worth- merely 'because it. is unconven- tend to hear only secondhanded- market and home industry. In Zooey's efforts to talk Franny
while moral at us may raise pa- tional and not because of any ly what the rest of the world order to do this, capital was out of her doldrums after Ibe
triotic hackles, but dulls any lack of justification. A Shadow thinks on contemporary history. needed and that capital must has c'ome back from the college
'sense of, drama intended. In of My Enemy is completely Realizing'this, when I first was stay in Cuba itself. This is why weekend, a feat which he finally
·short, thi~ is bad play, although unconvenional but it has informed that Jean-Paul Sartre "production (is) .'. . the com- accomplishes bv recalling what
'shoujr6g a good message,_ and every reason to be so. I am. had published a book here in mon interest." By large scale their dead brother Seymour used
was a regrettable choice for the particularly referring to the the United States entitled "Sar- production and retention of pro- to say. Finally getting to the
one production of this year's, actual Script and the historical tre On Cuba," (Ballantine Books: fit, home industries are made point of the story- on the last
Drama Society.
context from. which it is derived. Seventy-Five Cents) J was quite available. By "nationalization" three pages, he recalls how Seyeager to discover what his opin- of foreign manufacturing in mour used 'to make them shine
The lead parts of Augustus Certainly a play glorifying a ion was on this most delicate Cuba a step toward industrial- their shoes when they appeared
Randall and Horace Smith traitor to his country - a bad situation. At first the relation ization is accomplished. Only at the radio studio "for the Fat
(Alger Hiss) are handled well by enough situation who has between
Sartre's
existential when the people' can "buy Lady." In blunt, yet somehow
William Ndini. and Frederic turned informer something philosophy and Castro's revolu- Cuban" will there be real free- eloa.uent, lan<!'uage Zooey goes
Price. However, the close rela- that is even more contemptible tionary isle were a bit vague to dom in which there are no chains on to say at the story's climax,
.tionship between the former in our society - presents a diffi- me. Upon closer .examination that bind the island to the U.S. "I'll tell you a terrible secretCommunist and the man still cult task to the playwright. I however I found that there was
How does this all relate to Are you listening to me? There
in the party really fails to corne feel that Mr. Stein has failed in indeed a very real cormection.
existentialism we ask? Sartre isn't anyone out there who isn't
off because of the two diverse his effort to construct a workThe book itself is divided into shows that Cuba is asserting it- Seymour's Fat Lady . . . And
styles of the actors. Mister able arid effective script for seventeen chapters. The first six- self against the convention that don't you know who that Fat
.Ndini, having the experience of dramatic presentation on the teen express in concrete terms fredom must necessarily be ac- Lady is? . . . Ah. buddy, Ah,
past fine acting, gave a .con- stage. Its format and orienta- what the last points out in the companied at all times by free buddy. It's Christ Himself.
vincing perform,ance in the role tion is basically suited for tele- language of the philosopher. Ac- enterprise and election. Sartre Christ Himself, buddy."
of the self-torturing Randall, vision. Therefore my impression cording to Sartre, "production maintains that Cuba knows she
And so we have the two opand although occasionally put- of A Shadow of My Enemy is (is) the common denominator for is right in insisting that there posing forces of the novel, Franting too much attention in a inftuenc.ed and predicated on all classes, their common inter- must he .some austerity at first ny's egocentric Jesus Prayer,
role that might be acted better this fundamental situation.
est." This is the conclusion to to get on the very road to liber- which she uses to escape the
which his observations lead him. ty. Like Antigone, she refuses countless phonies and egos
with understatement, establishGiven this situation, Mr. The question to be asked is not to be diverted from her convic- around her, vs. Seymour's Fat
· es a close identification with Emerich has provided a corn-whether there are free elections tion by a Creonic United, States. Lady. For all his intricacies and
- the audience. This draws' most prornisj! setting employing space in Cuba or whether Cuba is an
By MICHAEL CURLEY
(Conl'd on Page 7, Col. 2)
of the audience's sympathy to- staging techniques to bridge the - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - _
ward that character.
television-stage gap. In doing so
D
By Lester Abrams
The difficult role of the self- he has sueceeded in removing ~ _
.
lt1.',
deceived Communist, spouting the ac.tion from any definit",· _-----------~------------------------------.,
the hack reasons for the immi- locale that would limit the aud;
nent Communist revolution was ence's appreciation.
· taken by Mister Price. Not suc.Mr. Ndini's portrayal of the
· ctimbiqg to expected over-act- wea~ confused former part"
· ing by the newer actors in the member· who has found strengtr' ..
min{)r roles, the' experienced at ·last only in .his forceful con
Price' gave'a good portrait of demnation of his closest frien r '
· the deceived deceptor. The only 'is thorough and rather sensi·
criticism of the two principals. tively done.
,then" is their failure to carry
Playing opposite' Mr.. Ndin;
· off the closeness intended by the Mr. Price's interpretation of thr
, author.
thoroughly indoctfinated com
Belligerence. seems to be the m'unist who coldly denounce· inescapable quality of the new his friend is often effective. H;
act-or. Though appreciative of dedication is only mat~hed b'
· the obvious work put into their his coldness' .and . detachmen'
roles; with the exception· ,of This quality sometimes' escape,
· three men, the cast perhaps Mr: Price especially in hi,
· needs further experience if they scenes with his old friend. In
· are to attain any level of pro- the court room his demeano'"
: fessional proficiehcy needed to ,does effectively bring··.th~s.ou·
save a college pr'oduction from but there is not enough contra~j
: the sneering label of "amateur:" in his'approach so that the inF
Three supporting actors, Robert mate and sh~ong nalure of theiMalstrom, William Sangiovanni, friendship sufficiently conflictand John Moore' give some evi- with their ideologicaJ position!'
· dence of dramatic sense. Richard
In the role of supporting char.
Picardi gave perhaps the most acters, Mr.' Moore and Mr. Titus
consistent role, but did not seem bring the atmosphere of shrewd
· to 'fit with the other characters. courtroom, tactics to the otherTechnically, the show might wise rather inactive third act.
have served as a model for Mr. Picardi scores ·an excellent!
other college productions; cues characterization with his porwere executed without mistake.. troyal of the idiosyncratatic
GOING-THROUGH THAT
' .

-

'Shadolt,' MissesLack Of Unity

I

I
I

'Satre On Cltba'

Poor' Script'
P,lagU.'es 'Shado. w'

ClTT Tn NT TIFE

o

FRfDDlE5

MID-SEMESTER ))RAc; 1.1

.keeping~~~fuera~dp~e~y~wn~~l
M~ scene'
M~trom
· of the· play; the' setting was' almost makes his
'with L_------~-~-~------~---~-----------------~~-~
I.
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REFLECTIONS

By RICHARD M. LAWLESS

By MICHAEL LAWRENCE

"T~e Liberal P~l)erS'~
. l,t~1.at, ~hence this, statement:
At a time when LIberalIsm IS (lhco LlOeral 10< . ,s UJI.lcuJ!v) "at
the prevailing political ideology opponents of all social and ecoalmost everywhere, a person nomic legislation, national or inwho thinks, speaks 0,1' writes as ternational."
a conservative has a difficult
But these things seem like
time deciding w hat to think, harmless idiosyncracies when
speak or write about. For in- one turns to the Liberal foreio'n
stance, I would like to devote policy.
b
a column to the non-peace in
On our image to the ·world:
Algeria; or to the YAF rally "United States propaganda conin Madison Square Garden; or veys an inaccurate impression of
to the many apparent ignorances what we are. It portrays the
displayed in the News of Fair- United States as an extremely
field's Young Dems; or to any rich country with a government
one of a million other 'things. which stands benevolently aside.
But there are priorities. I must leaving all planning and all dereport a suicide.
. cision to a 'free-enterprise econDoubleday Anchor Books has I' omy.''' I can only draw the
just p~,blished. a ,paperbac.k "en- inference that the Liberals wish
titled The Libeial Papers. It us to be ashamed of our materis the work of a group of Liberal ial success, and apologize for it.
Democratic congressmen, under Either that, or create a false
the leadership of James Roose- image; pretend we aren't rich;
velt, who have compiled "p()si- we're-poor; our system doesn't
t.ion papers" writt.€n ,by various work. But if we do that" . . .
eminent authorities who share
And now the most glaring
the Liberal approach to current idiocy "The Liberal Papers" problems.
our strategy towards the Com"The Liberal Papers" makes munistE" The book provides a
abundantly clear what many hypothetical timetable of Libhave suspected and a few .have eral foreign policy, beginning on
known for a. long time: that the a hypothetical May 1: . . . All
Liberal in domestic affairs is discriminatory trade and travel
Fabian, and 'f a v 0 l' S increased restrictions with .respect to Comcentralization of power in Wash- ,munist China will be lifted.
ington; that in foreign affairs ,. "May 20: We ann~un?e a u?ihe favors, at best,. accomoda- . lateral test-ban ... InVite reCIp~ion, at won,\t, appe·asement. I rocal announcement from Russhall quote some excerpts from ,sik, England, and France. (R. S.
the book which appeared in V. P.?)
World for March 21, 1962. Em"June 15: ... one of our overphasis is mine throughout.
seas bases in Japan will be pubOn the' enormous national licly denuclearized . . . reciprodebt which sits atop our econo- cation is invited but left openmy, "The Libetal Papers" has ended.
,
this to say: ". '.. since the public
"August 1: ....We announce
debt is such an important part that, as of August 20, the Dew
of the total, attempts to rei110ve Line '(early warning' system)
it 'could have a profoundly un- will \>e made bidirectional .
settling effect . . ." Figure that and we invite the Soviets to
one out, econornics majors. Does-, "plug in." . . .
·n't it follow, by the same reason"September 15: We announce.
jng, that once I've borrowed so that, as of, October 15, the ismuch from you that the amount lands of Quemoy and Matsu will
is huge,1 don't have to pay you be publicly demilitarized and
back? Why hasn't the Internal turned over to proper authorities
.Revenue Bureau let Joe Louis in from the mainland . . .' (The
on this?
.
.
.
ly{ainland is Red China:)
And on education: we should
I have chosen just it few of
divert substantial amounts from the most obviously inane proour defense budget to the expan- posals of "The Liberals Papers."
sion of higher education and re- They should serve to illustrate
search. "This might even lead to the disastrous d ire c t ion of
the creation of a new 'Depart- American Liberalism. If the Rement of Higher Education and publican Party seizes upon this
Research'!" Just like in Russia. book - and there are already
On the role of government in indications that it will 'do so-it
the affairs of its citizens, "The will have a beautiful campaign
Liberal Papers" is a mass of con- issue for this year's Congressiontradictions: ". . . liberalism is al elections. The book should
opposed to governmentalization make it self-evident t hat the
-as Jefferson said, 'the less gov- Republican Party must return to
ernment the belter
"Fine. conservatism. And "The Liberal
Liberals, you show a gleam of Papers" should be the suicide
sanity. But if you really mean note of Liberalism.

MEDICAL SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Pharmaceutical sales positions are now available
throughout the United States for men graduating
with majors in Chemistry, Pharmacy, Pre-Medical,
or Liberal Arts/Business Administration with some
Natural Science background. The Medical Service
~epresentative promotes the sales of antibiotics and
o~her pharmaceutical products to physicians, hos- .
pltal staffs and pharmacists. After an initial training
period covering product information, medical terminology, sales techniques and field experience. he
IS assigned to a territory in which he alone is responsible for sales organization and growth. Territories
are designed so that little or no overnight travel is
required. He is paid a salary and has an opportunity'
to earn a bonus for "plus" performance. Car and
expense account are provided.

Chas.. Pfizer &. Co., Inc.
... a leading producer of antibiotics, with world.
~i~e sales totaling more than one-quarter
brllron dollars annually. will have a representative on this campus on

Thursday, April 12th, 1962

~
Since 1849

Science for the world's well-being ®~

COMMITMENT AND ACTION: AN ETHIC
The subject was segregation. In earnest conversation with
one of l1l.y enlightened brothers from the parochial nemesis to
the north, we had almost rea.ched the root and crux of the problem, human dignity and Christian duty, whei1 he hung back and
would go no further. Quoth the craven, "I know there is a problem - I just don't know the answer." Rebutting the charge of
.superficial Christianity, he answered, "I don't know. I really
d011't lOlovl'." Herem lies the point - the conversation had pro~
ceeded to the point of some possible common resolution when he
refused to malIe a decision, a committment, or even a basic working approach to the problem. Committment, the bane of the
almost neurotically wary, had friqhtene"d him into a hole of not
j'ndecision, but a decision not to deCIde.
Where is the ethic of the indecisive? Ignoring a problem,
they seem to find peace in the .knowledge that they are not doing
anything wrong; they are merely not doing anything. The fal, lacy of no action being an acceptable, if not really good position
has impressed these people as "moderate", one applauded by
MR. WILLIAM ROERICH
many if we can judge by the hordes of weakminded nothings that
call themselves men. From the humanist point of view, these men
themselves are tragic and unworthy of their name;' but more
Co~stars in
tragic is their impediment.to action by any concerned minority
of ill tclJigent men.
Granted that discussion of problems is one of today's most
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 2) popular parlor games - a dilettante can always sound impressupporting players including sive among the impressionable - but solutions to these probWilliam Roe rich. Mr. Roerich, lems, if left in the hands of the forever evasive and' vague, will
discovered by Alexander Wol- never be suggested, -let alone carried out. It would seem that to be
cott, appeared opposite Kather- well-suited and high-s9unding is fulfilling one's role, doing one's
ine Cor nell in "Romeo and part for the cause. Only never sug.gest a definite stand, Or. worse,
Juliet" and opposite Tallulah a definite action. ';I'he simple and easy. precept. of moderation
Bankhead in "Dear Charles." will not allow for a definite stand or an effective action. - the
He first appeared with Miss An- solving of the problem might inconvenience the'solver or. hurt
derson in "Hamlet." He also someone .else.
'
, ' ,
plaj'€d iIi "Tonight at 8: 30," and
And so we cannot understand why the racists, or the' Com."The Burning Glass."
munists or any such group can prosper. We recognize t4e evil
The versatile "Roerich has and make ,all ,so.rts of condemnations._ but never back up our
done writing as well as acting idle I)latitudes with a' similar strength of view or a sufficiently
in· the field of television and is strong action." Recognition €)f'a problem is o!}ly a start. And. it
co-author of· "The Happiest is a' start wasted unless it is followed by a definite commitment,
Years."
which in turn is. followed by' a definite action, not stooping tt)
He has played supporting roles the evil inherent .in the methods of the oppostion,. but in a way
besiqe Laurett.€ Taylor, Ethel which .wtll accomplish our aims.
.
Barrymore and Florenc.e Reed. .
The University ~nd The' Platitude
.
Tickets will be made available
University llfe is perfectly suited to empty platitude'. Escapby the Public Relations Office. .
Spec'ial prices for students.' of mg reality in Jhe academic or ··social· milieu,. we ·find it easy' to
call ourselves, Christian while merely erecting the false structure'
the University h a v e made it of a false Christianity which we wi'll latel: .call on' to serve as
necessary to limit the distribution to one ticket to a. student. our easy ethic. Ease of expression in -the buH' session aHows for
ma.ny statements empty of truth and sincerity.· It is 11, ot neces~
Because _of the expected heaVY
demand, the program will take sary to prove anything we 'say to anyone ·but ourselves. It is in
place In, the Fairfield U. gym each individual or group dedicated to ·a certain pur'post: that
where a special stage will be meaningful commitment becomes' a necessity.
•.
constructed.
To .find one's self in the position of virtual hypocrite. is a
Alpha Sigma Nu has spon- searing thing, causing us to re-examine our motives and watch
sored other cultural and educa- our words for seriousness and sincerity. of intent; and we find
tional even-ts including book hypocrisy when we' refuse to carry out any action implied in OUr
cliscussions, the "History of the commitment. There is no ethical validity in an empty altruism.
Dance," "Canticle to Christmas," If we are to be Christial1, or even, to be truly human' (and
and Oedipus.
therefore, more Christian than riot) we must adopt firm prin_ _ _ _-..,..__
ciples' and be willing to back them up. Let us judge before we
For those young at heart, the decide, but let us not stop, there. The logical, human, and Chri;barber is providing "greasy kid tian consequence of a well-based aspiration is a well carried-out
stuff."
action.

Roerich
In ASN Prograrn

I

Della Reesce;I{irby Stone'Follr
Featured At Do~wood Festival;
(Cont'd from Page 1, Col. 5)

leading female vocalists in the
country has recently appeared
at the Copacabana, The Elrancho
Vegas, The Eden Roc, and The
Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas. Oi'iginally a gospel singer, Miss
Reese has recently turned to
the blues and popular music.
The Ki;by Stone Four, a complete show in their own right,
has been combined with Della
Reese to form what William
Reidy, president of the' junior
class, calls the "most spectacular
evening of show business ever
to be seen on the Fairfield Campus." This outstanding group
has appeared at the Copacabana,
The . Latin Quarter, and The
American HoteL They have appeared recently on The Ed Sullivan Show. Their most popular
single recordings are "Baubles,
Bangles, and Beads," and "Kids,"
a sorig from the Broadway hit
. "Bye, Bye, Birdie."
Mr. Hank Leonard will act as
master of ceremonies. He was
Toastmaster at the Heismann

Fairfield Laundrom.at
CLOTHES

WA-8HBD ll!'ld DR11m

B&A&ONABLE IlA'I'BS

Trophy Award Banquet in New
York City this year. .
Chairman of Sunday-"s Coinmunion Breakfast, John' O'Reilly, announced that a ten 0'cl0ck
Mass will be celebrated by Father Rousseau, S.J., moderator of
the Junior Class. Following
,M,ass, a Communion Breakfast
WIll be se~·ved. The guest speaker for thIS event "11'111 be announced at a later date.
Sunday afternoon will feature
an informal dance party. According to Michael Hunt two
bands one jazz, the other
rock and 1'011- have been engaged to close the weekend with
four hours of continuous music.
This event is to be held on the
lawn of Fr. Coleman Hall in
Fairfield.
--------For those who are continually
receiving parking tickets in the
ample parking facili ties, the
University will soon provide bus
service from the off-campus
parking spots suggested fof' use.

SUMME:R JOBS
in EUROPE
THE ~new' WAY TO
SEE & 'live' EUROPE
Specializing in

'European Safaris'

1R7 POit Itoacl
01'1'. POIIt

:PeiriI&ld

effi.

KRENICKY-KLIMAS
ICont'd from Page 1. Col. 3)
Class of '53, has been carrying
out basic i'esearch under a three
year United St.ates Public Health
Grant. Involved 'in the' research
are 175 white' rats,..wh·ose glu,cose requirements are checked
every two months. The purpose
of the study is to ascertain
.whether or not the glucose absorption of these animals varies
wit.h their ages. A variation in
glucose absorption has been
detected in different human patients tested in hospitals. It is
Dr, Klimas' hope that his research may indicate whether
~uch a condition normally accompanies aging. In a situation
where duplicate experiments
are carried ou't on test animals
conflicting r.esuIts are often obtained. Should it be proved that
glucose absorption doe s vary
with age, then such results could
be resolved by merely indicating the ages of the animals involved. According 'to Dr. Klimas, such experimentation could
be resolved by merely indicating the ages of the animals involved. According to Dr. Klimas
such experimentation could be
the basis for future work in the
problem of diabetes.
In the pas,t 'two years, Dr.
Klimas has received a total of
$9,000 to carry out various research projects.

FOR SUMMER JOBS OR TOURS WRITE:
The wonderful thing abou,t
AMERICAN STUDENT
Scholastic Philosophy is that. it
INFORMATION SERVICE
teaches you to think correctly.
22, Ave. de la Liberte, luxembourg·City,
Try a syllogism on your MadiGrand Duchy of luxembourg
r,..I!. SOn Avenue friends sometime.
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"No Strings"
Delightfull1fusical
The Richard Rodgers,-Samuel
Taylor musical No Strings, starring Richard Kiley and Diahann'
Carroll is now playing at the
54th Street Theatre.
Richard Rodgers has given
the musical theatre a successful
format in No Strings. His first
effort in this field since the
death of his collaborator, Oscar
Hammerstein, Mr. Rodgers has
written the score and lyrics for
Samuel Taylor's book, with direction by Joe Layton and
design by David Hays. Broadway should have a new hit.
The book is rather trite in its
situations but this is disappointing only to ~hose who would
expect original material at
every turn, Mr. Taylor. is not
renowned for his originality
but he oroduces effective and
smart ol-ots. This is no exception. The triteness does not
weaken the olot· line of boy
meets girl in- Eur9-pe and the
resulting delightfully uncomplicated and romantic happenings.
Diahann Carroll. as Barbal:a
or Baba, has tremen'dous vivacity and" talent. As a top
Parisian fashion model she is
rather convincing in the glamorous wardrobe 'and .beautiful
exterior she brings to her rolethe love of life and love that a
young Negro girl in Europe, fl:ee
from the constraint and raCIal
conventions can have. This serious undertone does not hinder
the flow of· the worJd and sO'c~ety that No Strings brings to
the stage. The seriousness is not
preached or moralized, it unobtrusively provides a background
()f reality. that bo~~t.ers the
transient international society
that Miss Carroll glides through
pursued by Richard Kiley as
David Jord.an.
Richard .KiJey:s role as an
American expatriot writer who
has won a Pulitzer -prize· but
who hasn!b written "since is
perhaps weak but it is sufficiellt
for the contrast to' Miss Carroll
whose role' must be given the
prominence. This is not Mr.
Kiley's fault for he 'gives an excellent performance· that surpasses the usual male lead in a:
'musical.
Noelle Adam, Polly Rowels
and Alvin Epstein provide capable supporting rol~s while
Bernice Massie does a rather
good job with the part of a typical, spoiled American heiress
loose in Europe.
.
A word. must b~ "entured
about the production because of
its uniqueness. Not only is the
orchestra set on sUlge but this
identification with the action is
furthered by the association of
particular instruments with the
love themes of Miss Carroll and
Mr. Kiley, a. flute and a clarinet.
These musicians are brought on
stage and become part of the
action and: background.
The arty and ephemeral atmosphere' of the whole production
is enhanced by the novel use
of revers able screens and segmented settings that 'float in and
out against a background of a
black cyclorama. Not only is
tl,1'S scenic treatment extremely
effective for this production but
l't I'eflects an l'ngeI1I'ouS solutI'on
to the high cost of mounting a
musical for Broadway.

THE JAZZ WORLD

attitude of the production. It
is a song of renunciation, of
the demands of reality upon
the wonderful dream world as
he returns to America to write
again and she . remains in
Europe, There is confidence,
gentleness and vibrancy to their
parting and a warmth that suggests they might meet again
though there are no strings to
hold them in the meantime.
D.A.M.

by WILLIAM, ZAVATSKY

the instrumentalists; 3) a restaten1.ent of the theme.
What may the theme be?
There are three types of themes
which may be used: 1) the "pop"
tune or "standard"; 2) the original jazz composition; 3) a theme
based on tbe blues.
When a jazzman chooses material from standara tunes. he
does not base his selection on
RAYMOND GRAZIANI
the beauty of the composition's
Knight of the Month
FRANNY and ZOOEY
melody, He chooses discreetly,
(Cont'd from Page 5, Col. 5)
T.T
• 71
selecting the tune whicb has
l~ IH!!,it ~S .a.:. onor
J
t . t
t'
unusual style and approach, SalU
tle mos In eres mg sequence
inger's message seems strangely
~~f~fI~~;~):\~O~~~isu:~ac~~~u~f of ChOlj'dS, he motst stjp;~latfamiliar and plain, a~mosf like
0/
noise."
ing c 10rda
pat 'ern,
1ese
what the nuns would say in
Raymond Graziani, '62, was
"changes." as they are called,
. t 0f
Unfortunately, the first per- form the foundation upon which
grammar school.
the recipient of the Kmgh
d
son is beyond help. At the root the soloist's improvisati0n is
Yet unfortunately we cannot the Month award presente at
I'
h t d b
d
the March meeting of the of his hate there les teen - ase.
neatly categorize Salinger's plot Knights of Columb1,1s Ignatian ency to prejudge as valueless all
The original melody of the
or message. This would reduce Council.
he does not immediately com- tune is unimportant: tbe artist
the nove1 to a sermon. Th roug h prehend.The second can be will usually replace it with a
out the book he provides· vivid
Ray, who hails from M!ami, likened to the poetry-hater. Ex- theme or "line': (in musical
slices of life and poignant des- Florida, joined the CounCIl m pecting some mystical revela- parlance) of his own liking built
cription. He himself calls Zooey the Spring of his Junior year tion, he balks when the poem on these basic chords. The. chord
a "prose home movie." The ob- and since then has been active perplexes and flees from it structures of such standards as
servations are clear and incisive, in various Council functions. frightened. As ",'ith many poems, How High the Meon, What Is
almost like Poetry at times. The One of his main contributions a jazz work becomes more sig- This Thing Called Love, Sweet
characterization . and dialogue is that of "chief chef" at the. ,nificant when probed and ana- Georgia Brown, and Indiana,
are trademarks used as only Sal- KofC Communion breakfasts lyzed. The third person's indif- have been utilized scores of
in gel' can" use them, especially on held during the year.
ference is lamentable. To reject times' by jazzmen. Album liner
Bessie.
The aim of the Knight ~f the anything - and indifference lm- notes or jazz record reviews
. Are Salinger's characters sim- Month award is to accredit those .plie s rejection ~without care- often indicate whether a tune:
ply maladjusted, or are they who have done outstanqing {ul inveshgation leadipg to an is based on a standard compos.ireally living jn a phony society work for the Council. The award unbiased evaluation, is to play tion: Whistling or humming the
of massive egos? Are we that is presented each month during the fool artistically, and 'especial" Qrigirial tune during the jazz
society? The' question must be the school' semester. .
'ly, jntellectually: Indecision is performance can develop an
answered individually, but ceran untenable position for the appreciation for these original
tainly Salinger, who has produc-I ..---------~---,I reflective mind. These three re- melodies and the improvisation.
edonly three major works,
PUBLICATION SCHEDULE ~~'etful otit1..ooks mi~ht ~~ aot- · _ Just ~s the poet ~om?osin~ a
must think so.
Beal;t E - April' 13'
.
tIlbu~ed to the. rapId. pace .f sonnet IS restncted' m hIS chOIce
Editors· ·Meeting - Monday., our;
ObVIOUS
iambic rhyt-hm
Yet he offers hope, and seems
f d tIm.e, t-bllt. t thIS
d
d 'lack ,of, ,,'ords by the'
.
April 2 at 6 p.m.
0.'
eSlre th0 •. S1 . own
an
'to have a genuine love for Im.
I ex~~t t 'and limit" of five metric feet. tf1e~
manity, as the parable Of the
Sports and News Assignments me sObme· lIl K new'f' wh.la evelr ~ jazzman is. restricted by the
- Tuesday. April 3
may e, smac k ~ 0 seer aZl- time' signature and the given.
Fat Lady suggests. The zany
Features, LeUel's-to-thene.ss. The. ConSCIOUS. ()r uncon- 'chordalstruchire of the piece.:
dialogue, the humorous characSCIOUS) WIsh. to, a.v.Old a,n, Y. fresh,', As the poet must say so·m·ethl'llg
tel's, and the strong moral are
Editor Deadline t
h h
ht d t b
.
.
h' h .
Wednesday. April .(
conc~p ~ ~ IC, mIg
I.S ur. significant
and stiucturallyall part of the emgma W lC IS
Editorial Board meets
the mdlvldual s mental mertIa sound over his fourteen-line
Salinger, yet it is likely that we
i~ likew:ise
d. e.p~<irably ,evid~nt. form,' so must the' improviser
have no more original, untainted
at 6 p.m.
Th f
th
t
f
f
th
News and Sports Deadline _
. e our. POS1 lon, 0 con .usIOn over his allotted solo space. Like
t d
h
f 1
purpose u aut or 0 ay
an
tmg.::d WIth a healthy.skeptIclsm, the poet. he may substitute
Salinger. Franny and Zooey
Saturday, April 7, 10 a.m.
seems. the most logIcal. of the rhythmical variations for' the
should prove this.
B
t F-May '18 '. .
f'
A
1
t,
t
ees
-.'
pur. ny comp e~ a"!: .:......poe ry, standard four-beat per bar patL. GREGORY ~AQUETTE
con~emporary pamt~ng, Jazz, to tern, and even different choi'ds
name' a few: WIll engend~r in certain cases. The notes formsuch a r~achon. ,Ju.st as c~rt~lIn ing the individual ghords. are
forms of po~try and p~mtmg used for the improvisation,'
appear chao.hc on fi~st v~ew, so though harmonic extensions' of
does most, Jazz mUSIC. 'The re- these chords and non-chordal
mainder of this column will deal notes or "passing ones" are used
with the attempt to detect an as well.
Biblical Movement as the un- underlying' order out of an ap'"
..
Jazz chord
compOSItIOn
·
f a process ca11 e d paren tly c h'ao t'IC Sl't ua t·IOn.
ders t an d mg
0
_ The
bothongmal
melody 'and
struc"salvation hfStory:"He .emphasized the imp'ortance of the
A jazz performance is far from ture a product of the composer's ..
the formless thing it seems to own imagination - is in form
Catholic Biblical scholar being be on initial inspection. Like first cousin to the popular tune.
able to "re-live" the time in
"d
.
the sonnet, it has a very rigI , Recently, groups like the Modern
which the Scripture was creat- though not stifling form. Very Jazz Quartet have attempted
ed. "The Biblical worId," he simply, it is composed of: 1) the more extended jazz composisays, "must be re-discovered. state!"llent of the melody or tions. It is better to listen to
An attempt must be made to theme; 2) improvised solos by jazz interpretations of familiar
re-construct the con t ext in '"
.
tunes, however, tban to start
which this literature came into
listening to jazz originals. The
existence."
familiar tune is more readily
Fr. Moriarty closed his talk
appreciated and understood, and
by listing several results of the
Mr. John Murphy, the presi- soon becomes the departure
movement towards scriptural dent of the French Club, recent- point for understanding less
investigation. Am 0 n g these ly disclosed that the club hop~s familial' works.
'
were:
to introduce the wearing· of· The blues 'is a 1'2 hal; form; it
1. Greater co-operation between berets on the ca·mpus. -Members is the heartbeat' of jazz. To' rePhoto ·by Pete Walz
Catholics and non-Catholics. of the club have already been cognize the blues, one must exFR. F. L. MORIARTY, S.J.
given the opportunity to pur- periment with unknown tunes
2. Study groups who gather to- chase berets through the club. by counting out. 12 bars while
By BILL HALLAM
gether to find a better un- The cost of· adding' 'berets to the melody is being played. If
Rev. Frederick L. Moriarty,
derstanding of the word of their wardrobe is three dollars. the theme fits within the 12 bars,
S.J., delivered a lecture on "The
God.
Biblical Movement and CathoThe purpose of selling berets' it's blues. Rock and Roll is delic Challenge" on Wednesday,
Finally he quoted several aids is to introduce one of the fea- rived from, and actually is simMarch 21 at 8: 30 p.m. in Gon- toward a better understanding tures of Fl'ench civilization to pliefied blues. Rock Around the
zaga Auditorium. Fr. Moriarty, of the Bible, and listed several the campus. It is hoped that this Clock and Hound Dog are blues
professor of Scripture at Weston new publications in this area. wilf· arouse some interest in tunes. A future Jazz Word will
College in Massachusetts, spoke
.
French culture among the stu- deal exclusively with this jazz
before a capacity crowd of stuThis was the second m a
idiom.
series of three lectures on con- dent body, Mr. Murphy said.
dents, religious and guests.
hI' 1 t .
temporary byt the
eo oglCa
Rev. James D. Walsh, S.J., sponsored
Canisius 0PICS
Aca- I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
introduced Fr. Moriarty with a d
brief talk in which he empha- emy.
sized the re-awakening of BibThe final lecture will be on
lieal studies throughout the April 2. This will be a lecture
world.
on "Jesus or Mary?" by Rev.
Fr. Moriarty presented the. Walter Burghardt, S.J.

t

If

Ray Grazirrni '62

TAP ROOM

1418 POST RD.

FAIRFiElD

i

Berets, Oui

DWORKEN'S CLEANERS

Our selection of
fam,ous ulake TYPEWRITERS

CLearwater 9-4977

is tops ••• Remelnber,

FAIRFIELD SHOPPING CENTER

you never pay a prenllum

RESTAURANT

CENTER

Jazz: Attitude and Explanation
Whenever I meet a particular
acquaintance of mine, he invariably salutes me with the greeting, "I hate jazz." Another,
when conversing of music, says:
"What good is a music that you
have to sit down and an~alyze to
get anytbing out of?" "Why
should I worry about it? What
difference will the music make
in my life, anyway?" holds a
third individuaJ. A fourth party
will state: "'Whenever I listen to
jazz, I ,can't understand what's
.
f

Fr. Moria-rty Discusses Biblical
Stu.dies~ Ecumenical Movement

Richard Rodgei's has brought
the old and unmistakable flavor
of his collaborations with the
late Mr. Hammerstein to No
Strings.
On in
histhe
own,
his talent
- - - - - - - - ' . : - - = - - - - ' - - - - - -....;.- - - - - - - - - - - is reflected
moving
love 1
1. .
--.
songs: "The Sweetest Sounds"
and "Look No Further." The
title song, which is held until
near the end of the second act,
is a plaintive, moving song that
keynotes the atmosphere and
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for shopping at Read's
NO ADDITiONAL CHARGE

Men's Shop, Main Floor
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'61-'62. Championship Starting Five
In lieu of a sports personality, let us look at the law'els amassed by this season's varsity starters.

BOB BUrrER

NICK MACARCHUK

CAPT. BOB JENKINS

BILL SHIN

FRED WEISMILLER
Photos by Dunphy and Ca:cwa:r

Bob Hutter: new school records for total points (464) and
field goals, (191), 'team's leading
scorer and second in rebounding,
Tri-S~te first teaJ.l1, UPI All
New England ~all college second team, ECAC All-East small
college team comprised of ten
players, honorable. mention on
'62 college basketball Little AllAmerica team, New England
player of the week for performance against Fordham; andth,e
League tilt against U~.' .
Evil does not exist "p~r se"
in the world. Attenda·STAG
layout meeting.
@~

co. INC. INa

Nick Macarchuk: Honorable
mention on the E C A C small
college team, Tri-State second
team, first team all t()urnament
at Rochester where he was high
scorer with 47 pOints-:3o againSt
Rochester, the varsity's leading
rebounder with 14.3 per game,
tied the free throw record of
106 held by Mike Touhey, and
was sec()nd in scoring. '

Baseball Season'
To Open .L4pr. 10

--~-,,-----"-~.::.....;.----~--=-=--=------

Seniors' Loss
Marks
.'End Of 'Era'-

"

With the conclusion of the
basketball season, Fairfield' loses
four stellar seniors who have
contributed much toward fur-'
thering Fairfield's cause" in
climbing the basketball ladder
of success.
\
This year's captain, Bobby
Jenkins, heads the quar·tet. Bobby, who has been elected the
most valuable p l'a y e r on the
squad two years running, has
performed so many.feats in his
playing days that it would be
impossible to list them alL The
5' 10" gazelle first drew plaudits
for grabbing 33 rebounds against
Yale in one of the Frosh victories three years ago. While .on
the varsity, he has been· a. sta·rter and chief playmaker' for
three years. Besides contriJbuting valuable points, he is more
renowned for his defensive performances against the likes of
such as Bud L()Cmel of Bridgeport and Vinny Ernst of P~ovidence.,
"
The second half of St. Francis Prep's contributions to, the
squad is Bill Shin who, after
being bothered by an injury last
season, returned 'to his sophomore year form this seasOn and
'was a vital asset in many of our
'key victories. A g()Od jump shot
and steady defense are, his
qualifications. When asked about
his biggest thrill while playing
at Fairfield he replied, "This
year's Bridgeport game. He had

Case in point- the

IindY
lJn~'inTM

By PAT HURLEY

Extra length. Extra.long ink supply. Long
leng·lasting. You never refill. Long (fine
or medium) point. You see 'what you
write. Retractable. Easy top-bullon action. Six colors. Color of the pen is ' .
color of the ink, Perfect balance. No wriF
ing fatigue. Smooth.writing. No smudging,
no skipping, no false starts, The Lindy
UTRACTAPEN; It measures up.
to make along story short. . . .
,....ll"~

manuf.ctured by
I.U.
, Lindy Pen Co. Inc. Culver City. Calli. U.S.A.

Photo by Pete Gosa

BOB DRAKE displays ,form on
the league matches."
, '
. - ' ,
a' good i'easori for, th~, because
in 'this 'game he scored 29 points
to ~ lead the' Stp,gs to a 96"62
overtime verdict" ,. and consequently received the most :valuable player award f()r' his performance.
:'
.
Mike Touhey also from New
York City set a new school foul
shooting record last year with
106. Though relegated to reserve
duties this past season he still,
has turned in steady perf()rmances when called upon. The
possessor of an accurate set shot;
Mike'led 'his frosh team to an
18 and 1 record while registering 19 paints per game. Coincidentally, Mike cited last year's
Bridgeport game as. the highlight of his playing career here;
for in that fray, he 0. receded
his ro()mmate in winning the
MVP trophy while also scoring
29 points as the' Stags nipped
the Purple Knights, 94-90.

Westport Lanes during on~ of

I

From Maryland to Fairfield
came Devin Doolan, a steady
sixth man who has given colorful performances' whenever called intO action. With' an accurate'
lefty jumper and, str()ng drive,
"Dev" has ably filled in" f()r
either of the forwards. One of
his earliest achievements upon
.
'
.
arnval h.ere w.as 'to estabhsh,
1
1
h
he
a ong WIth MI te Tou ey, t
frosh individual game scoring
record of 33 points. (It since has
been broken.)

All Opponent Team
First Team Independent
Hadnot _ Provide~ce
9-0-0
Carrino - Georgetown
8-1-0
Melvin - Fordham
7-2-0
Hooley - Boston
6-2-1
Manhardt '- Fordham
4-4-1

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT

non·refillabfe retractable ball pen

.1

Bill Shin: although acc()rded
Fred Weismiller: H()norable
no post-season recognition, was mention ()n ECAC All East
the mainstay of the Stags de- small college team, sec()nd team
all t()urnament at Rochester,
fensive corps this season, evi- Tri-State sec 0 n d, team, and
denced by his defensive work playmaking and sparkling flooragainst UB's Morello and his w()rk which carried 'tlhe Stags
season's best effort against Nick to the-ir best season.
Werkman. Shin was the squad's 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - third leading rebounder and
averaged 10.7 p.p.g.

By PETER GARRY

,

•

Capt. Bob Jenkins.: UPI All
New England small college second team, second ,team in the
Rochester tournament, Tri-State
first team, honorable mention on
the E C A C small coilege team,
'fourth leading rebounder on the
team, a 13.1'a:vg. for the season,
and excellent defensive work
on the likes of Vin Ernst and
Rochester) 'Mike Ber~er.

COIN OPERATED

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days a Week
20c Wash - 10c Dry.

~'

On and Off
the Campus

D,RINK PEPSI

located directly behind A&P liquor store on
THE POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CONK•
0

' ' - - - - _ c _ L e a r w _ a t e r9 _
9tl8_2_
,

_.__II

Spring is officially here, and
with it come the opening days
of baseball practice. Candidates
reported to the gym on Mar. 21
to begin their training with an
eye on bettering last year's 3-9
mark. This year's team will be
bolstered by eight' returning
lettermen and a string of promising soph()mores.
The returning letter winners
are: Bill Schumann, Dick Badolato, Don Coo k, Ed Skibi;ik,
Mike DeGennaro, Joe D'Agostin,
Dick Greene, and Paul. Simko.
Heading the list ()f promising
sophs are: Dick Robinson" Jim
White and Ken Wagner. Coach
Feroleto will be looking to these
men to give the Stags a successful '62 campaign.
Last year's 3-9 squad was 0-=6
in league competition. Ritter
and Lorenzo had the top batting averages ()n the team with
.368 and .367 -respectively, but
both graduated last June. The
pitching staff was led by Ed
Skibiak and Wayne Baldino.
Baldino, who is n()t expected to
return this seas()n, posted a 1-2
record in 23 innings with a 3;12
ERA. Skibiak, the 'team's main;.
sta!, 'won two and los! two and
fimshed the seaso~ WIth a 2.79
ERA. '.However, h;S two losses
were In the opem1?-g games Of
th: season. Later In the c~mp8l.~n he to sse d. a one.-hltter
agaInst Hartford m w~l1cl1 h~
struck out 16 men. HIS ()ther
'win was ,a. two-hitter against
U~. As of this moment, he has
a strin'g ~f 18 scoreless innings
and could top Jhe school rec()rd
of 22 in his first o.uting this season. Ed, accordmg to Coach
Feroleto, will be the difference
between a winning and losing
year.
The - schedule includes two
newcomers': AIC and Qu.eens,
both of which are non-league
opponents.
--------SPRING TRACK SCHEDULE
March 17, C,T.C. Indoor Championship; April 14, Queens,
away, (Varsity and Frosh); April
17, So. Conn. State, away' (Varsity and Frosh); May 7, Hunter,
home (Varsity and F,rish); May
12, C.T.C., Van Cortlandt; May
18, Bridgeport, home, (Varsity
an4 Frosh).
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Ken Norton 'Lauds Stags At Varsity Banquet

SPORTS SLANTS
by JOHN SCOTT

Unlike the past three issues in which this column was
devoted to basketball, recent happenings have given rise to this
digression as there is a trans'ition from basketball and indoor
athletics to baseball, track, and spring sports.
"The following program of Varsity Sports, open to later
additions, is conducted by the University: Basketball, Baseball, Track. Cross Country, Tennis, and Golf." These latter
are the varsity sports here at Fairfield. according to the Studen t
Handbook distributed at the start of the school year.
No one questions the fact that there is basketball, and
without a doubt, it is the sport at Fairfield. This is due to the
work of the coaches as well as the cooperation of the fine crop
of players who come here every year - or, almost every year.
But. basketball is in a class by itself.
Baseball, supposed 1y America's favorite pastime, is certainly not that at the U. Track and cross country continue
to exist, but not on the level they should. Tennis and golf are
also in a cl ass by themselves; there is no golf team, and the
number who showed up. for a recent meeting of the tennis
team could be counted on one hand.
As was mentioned in a previous issue, Fairfield has not
added a sport since 1950. In the past year, attempts have been
made to organize soccer, wrestling, and rifle teams at least
on an intramural level. Besides these, there w~re cries for hockey
and even football. Of all these mentioned, only soccer seems
to have been well supported. Where exactly does this leave us?
Two or three or even a handful of interested students
will pressure for some athletic activity. But what kind of a
team can you have with just handful of interested students?
Then, interest is only a start; practice and practice and more
practice is necessary to' field a squad of any repute. How many
students are really interested interested enough to give up
their free time, weekends, and vacations. tilt practice when their
onl y reward is a letter or a jacket?
.
.
. Stude~t apathy is not merely limited to athletics. When
attendance at lectures is limited to a scant· few, when interest
in campus publications in the case of the Stag and the New
Frontiers is, with rare exception, limited to .freshmen and
sophomores, one is left with the impression of the servant who
buried his talent. In· keeping with the notion of the wellrounded student, it would be well for each potential athlete,
journalist, etc. to come down from his 'Prima Donna' stool
and broaden his horizon.
"Awake, arise, or be forever fallen."

At the Tuesday night banquet
sponsored by the Cardinal Key
Society, Coach Bisacca and his
Stags were feted for their performance last season.
Manhattan's coach Ken Norton in his official capacity as a.
representative from the ECAC,
presented the ECAC cup to Fairfield as a result of their season's
19-4 record - the tournament
was not considered. The vote
by the committee, based on
Fairfield's s c he d u 1 e which
weighed heavily on the selection, was unanimous. Coach Norton praised George Bisacca and
his players for their fine season
and wished the Stags continued
success.
In his talk in which he dis-

cussed schedules and recruiting,
he' commended Fairfield's policy
on both. According to Mr. Noron, recruiting is a complicated
business in which a school seeking a big man-6'10", in many
cases has to sacrifice its principles to induce one of these
(Y,iants to enter their institution.
Fairfield and Manhattan, he indicated, can field representative
teams without sacrificing their
reputation in seeking some national recognition or championship. In regard to Fairfield's
schedule, he reiterated already
expressed sentiments that Fairfield at present is progressing
without playing competition
over their heads as his own cagel'S are.
In other activity, plaques were
presented to each of the seniors,
jackets given to the remainder
of the squad, and numerals were
awarded to members of the
freshman team which will be
presented-at a later date.
Bobby Jenkins received the
MVP trophy presented by the
Knights of Columbus to the outstanding player on this year's
varsity. The 'circulation' trophy
for the Tri-State League was
presented to Fr. Lyons, S.J. and
a permanent miniature was retired to Fairfield's 'trophy case'.
The Hartford Area Club prePhoto by J. Ploehn
sented awards to two sports
Bobby Jenkins holds the K of. C writers in recognition of their
MVP trophy.
journalistic achievement. (They

I

mentioned Fairfield in their pa~
pel's.) The two were Mr. Harold
Ogden of the HARTFORD
TIMES and Mr. Bill Newell of
the HARTFORD COURANT.
According to Ned ColI, the club
hopes to present these awards
annually to journalists for their
achievements, not necessarily in
the field of sports.
Others who spoke included
coach Bisacca and Fairfield University President Very Rev.
James E. Fitzgerald S.J.. Ned
Coll was toastmaster, and Dom
Torillo was banquet chairman.
The announcement of next
year's captain or co-captain was
not made despite the fact that
votes by team members have
been taken.

-----=~------~----------------_._-_._--
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Tennis Season To Start Apr. 7;
PoorTurnoutHampers Netmen
The 1962 version of the Fairfield University Varsity Tennis
Team will open its· season this
year on Apl"il 7 a g a inSet St.
Peters College of New Jersey, on
the Fairfield courts. Fr. James
Ring, S.J., Fairfield's tennis
roach and' mOderator, is presently conducting wo~koUts in an
effort to field the best possible
eight:"man team. Anyone. with
Jllaying exPerience and interested in trying out for the team
should con t act Fr. Ring in
Xavier Hall:
.With' three home matches

scheduled, Fr. Ring OOp€S to
improve last year's record despite the loss througih graduation
of John Dowd, the number one
singles player. As' of now, the
Athletic 'Department has scheduled six matches; and two
others; one with Holy Cross and
one with the University' of
Massaohusetts are ·:tentative.
...... SCHEDULE.
AprH . 7-St.' Pet~rs (H)
"
12-U.B. (H)
H
16-80. Conn.. (A)
Ma.y
4-U.B. (A)
"
10-So. Conn. (H)
..
18-19-Ryder Tournament

. FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY' .
VARSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE
.
1962
April
.
.
10 -:: Tuesday - A.I.C
;..........................
12 - Thursday - -So. Conn..:
14 - Saturday - Long Island U
away 17 - Tuesday - Hunter
..
~
: : :
18 - Wednesday - "D. CJf Bridgeport
:
:.
24 - Tuesday - ·Fairleigh-Dickinson
'2,7 - Friday - ·Rider
home -

away
home
1:00
home
home
away
3:30

May
1 ' - Tuesday - Quinnipiac
home - 3:30
II - Thursday - U. of Hartford
away - 3:30
5 - Saturday - ·St. Peter's
: away - 1:00
8 - Tuesday - ·Upsala
away
10 - Thursday - ·Seton Hall
home - 3:30
14 - Monday - C. W. Post
away
16 - Wednesday - D.' of Bridgeport
:
away
19. - Saturday -.:.:. Queoo.s
home - 2:00
• Collegiate Baseball League game.
All games save those designated start at 3:00 p.m.

CORTIGIANO'S

TEXACO

SJlVICI
STAnON'

GENERAL ·AUTO . .'AIIS ALL KIND

SPfCIAlIZINC::; . IN - .AU!()~ATI~ TRANSMISSION SERVICE
. . 'TIRES~ -~. BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES
. ~NOW PLOWI~G. ~- T0WI.NG - TUNE-UP SERVICE
ROAD' SERVICE - PICK UP & DELIVERY
·CP~~ER· 6f~NO~TH .BENSON & POST lOAD

HO'wwould
you forecast
your next
fewyearsP
Today, the young man planning his life realizes
never before that in today's world his own
future is tied inevitably to America's ·-future..
How can he serve both?

as

Many college graduates, both men and women,
are. fi~ding a rewarding answer on the Aerospace Team - as officers in the U. S. Air Force.
Here is a career that is compeliing in its challengeand opportunity. And it is a way of life

that holds the unsurpassed satisfactions that
come with service to country.

As a college student, how can you
become an Air Force Officer?

If you have not completed Air Force ROTC,
Officer Training School provides an opportunity to qualify for a variety of vitally.needed jobs
. in the Aerospace Age. A graduate of this threemonth course earns a commission as a second
lieutenant. Also open to college men is the
. Navigator. Training program.
For full information - including the chance to
obtain graduate degrees at Air Force expense see the Air Force Selection Team when it visits
your college. Or write: Officer Career Information, Dept.SC23, Box 805, New York 1, N. Y.

-U.S.Air Force

FO' .AMERICA" FUTURE AND YOUR OWN.,. JOIN THE AMOSPACE TEAM.

Tea.

THE

STA~

'Spanish Table'
To Be. Renewed
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PERSPECTIVE

By LEO PAQUETTE
The Spanish Club, under President Stephen Kolbay, has started a rejuvenation program of
'"
.' 1
h
the once unsuccessful "Spanish
. I m. certaIn,y glad to se.e t at el-headedness, and a firm faith
Table."
, pnde ~n our c0l;mtry and Its ac; in God..
,The slack-jawed
The "table" meeting will con- comphshments IS not a thIng 0_ gum-chewers among us may still
"ene every day in the cafeteria the past. I stIll get a real hard- d .
l' d f 1 '11 f
at lunch-time, and, sii-Jce one of to-define feeling when the fla~ erJ~e some un 0 t 11'1. rom
.
f tl pas t "S pal1ls
. h goes bv"
words. of I
I readIng about the GaboIs, the
j 'ne
pI't -f a 11SOle
." . , These are the
.
.
.
Table" was too many people Amel'lca s first genume hero III a RIta Hayworths, a~d the Lana
.sneaking too much English only long tIme, astronaut John H. Turners. But when It comes tIme
Spanish will be spoken td help Glenn,
to cheer, it's the home life of
to insure its success.
Col. Glenn and his family have the Glenns, the Shepherds, and
Mr. Kolbay has appointed been taken 'to the hearts of near- the' Grissoms for whom AmeriCuban born Antonio Carbonell, ly all our countrymen as the cans let loose theIr huzzahs."
who speaks fluent Spanish, .to personification of a time-worn,
Glenn has a right to be proud
carry out the planned activities. 'yet stili enduring cliche, ,"The of our country, because he has
It was remarked by Mr. Car- American way of life." The most done so much to hold its head
bonell that this activity was not refreshing and inspiring thing high. He has rejuvenated a spirit
Photo by J. Ploehn
NEW' STAG APPOlINTMlENTS: Walt Vatter and Dale McNulty created to teach Spanish, but to about Glenn and his family in of doing things for one's country
~ttempt to suppress the joy that fills them upon being' admitted practice the lessons taught in these days of cynicism' al1;d that I. would call Glenn-partiotclass, and to become adept in pseudo-sophistication is theIr ism. The Glenn-partiot is a quito the STAG happy f<allltlHKt.
the language. He also feels that unvarnished authenticity. Glenn, et" mode&t American who takes
it will help those who wish to at least, is not a phOllY· He is pride' in his achievements and is
get foreign service jobs in South real, and he is American.
quiCk to share the glory of his
American countries.
.Columnist Inez Robb puts it triumphs. He is a man with
These lunch time "get togeth- this way: "The Glenn family, strong family and religious ties.
ers" are opened to anyone who plus in-laws, is a r.eminder and He is a ·man with a genuine unis interested, and also the club reaffirmation of the eternal vir- selfish concern in the well-being
Dale A. McNulW'34, was John Carroll University in hopes, to broaden its influence tues that we Americans under- of the fellow next door as welt
named Managing Edit~J;" of the Cleveland. Mr. Vatter is a So- by possibly getting air-tim~ 'on neath our wisecracks- most 'ad- as of his government.
Sq'AG. at the Editors Meeting, dality Candiaate and an English the newly proposed campus mire: character, intelligence,
The key word 'is genuine.
Monda.y, 'March 5th. Walter F: 'major.
radio station.
simplicity, hum(}r, honesty, lev- ComPaJ;e Glen to the many soVatte'i' '64 accepted the ~iHon --------called leaders on both sides of
of. Assistill1t·to-the"E4it~~i also
th.e senate aisle who make them··
announced at the meeHng.
_
selves like demagogues by their
Mr. McNulty ana Mr. Vatter
blustering demands for states'
By WALT VATTER
bring ·the num:ber of editors to
rights to deny Negro rights.
th~fr full complement, acc(}I'cl-ing
Among the many "recent acCompare Glenn to anyone of the
to James Moore '64, Editor-in- .quisitiolls" in the library this
speakers at the recen t Y AF
. Chief. The Managing Editor will month are two reference works
Madison Square Garden Rally
organiz-e the work of- the various of special interest. One is a new
who shouted to the skies their
staffs for each issue. Previously, Pictorial Atlas of the World
patriotic aspirations, yet haven't
this task was solely done 'hy the pUblishe.d by the editors of
done a fraction of what he has
Editor-in-Chief.
"Life" and "Rand McNally." The
done to earn the right to shout.
Walter Vatter .join.,> Vincent 'other is a guide to American
I confess - that I s,tm "get a
D'Alessandro '65, appointed As- Catholic Etiquette. This new etireal hard-to-define fee 1 i n g"
sistantcto-the-Editor on Febru- quette book, which deals with
when I 'see the high School band
Qry 16th. The two assistants will the proper addressing of religlead the local Memorial Day
write editorials, review Ex- ious heirarchy, etc., was compilparade, and hear the local orator
change issues, manage the ed by Kay Toy Fenner and pubremind us of Our heritage at
STAG office,. and w91'k. closely lished in 1961 by the Newman
cemetery services for our vetei'with the Editor-in-Chief and Press.
ans. But a ranting speech by a
Managing Editor.
Also new in the stacks are
self-styled super-patriot leaves
Bale McNulty li:ve,,> off.. campus. two nOvels ofpotentialbest-'
me cold.
He is an English major, plan- seller quality by the fact of their
What we need is more of this
ning for a Law care~t. At pre- currently popular
American
grass-r
00 t s Glenn - ~
sent, Mr. McNulty i<>. co··editor authors.
that I am sure our country still
of New Frontiers, the UniverThe first of these is In Search
possesses. We need more of the
sity's literary publication, and of a Character, Graham Greene's
plain neighborliness that informerly worked wit it the latest. The book is written in
spires a sound' esprit de corps
Drama Society. !Iis hom.e is journal form. The thoughts'
among us. In short, we need
Palm Beach"Florida.
which Greene jotted down while
mOl'e workers. People who will
Sophomore Waltel:' Vatter is he rode up the Congo, learning
show by theil' deeds tha,t Amel'from Chicago, Illinois. He at- about lepers and their treatment
ica is still the bulwark of democtended St. Ignatius' High School and pondering the book which
racy' and freedom for the comand recently transferred from eventually became the bestmon man. It would behoove the
seller,' A Burnt-Oui Case, are
super-patriot to spend more time
the subject matter of the first
building up his government am
journal. The second of these
working to repair the parts that
journals is a somewhat lively
I. he sees as wrong, rather than
footnote to the history of con. tear the whole system down.
voys in the Second World War.
As Catholic college men, we
While all of In Search of a
especially ought to keep in mind
Character makeS for good readthe ideals of tiue day-to-day
ing, the first journal should be
working patriotism. Patriotism
of particular interest to Greene
. PPQto by John Carway
is not words,it is deeds. It is
enthusiasts as it gives a vivid FORMER RADICALS Ed Hog'an, WaU Lees' and Ken Wag.ner doing our best in the classroom,
insight as to how he went about re-enact New York hotel scene froni St. Patrick's Day weekend. as well as the battlefield, if we
composing his latest best-seller
should ever be called there.
mentioned above.
By KENNETH WAGNER
seemed peculiar. Wild ties, Thank God we still can see the
Morris L. West, author of . Upon checking into the hotel, gaudy pins, filthy torn shiJ;'ts, genuine, lasting merits of all the
much-read The Devil's Advocate, I immediately proceed.ed to my
opening the two red eyes and hungry looks were Glenns, and hold them up as our
has. written a new novel also, sUI'te and be"'an
'"
ideal.
Daughter of Silence. A young suit ca,ses; one marked "Open- commonplace. Some of the boys
Italian woman, who kills her ers," the other, "Stirrers." See- were even dressed like·this. But
mother's murderer and is de- ing that everything was in order everyone was having the his or Hartford A.rea CluJ!
fended by a career-conscious I trotted over to the Biltmore her life . . . I . . . I think. The
lawyer, is the feature character. lobby. As I entered I noticed next day I tried this scheme. Plans College Day, .
Treating of the lawyer's falter- something - people. Lots of My friend and I began with a
Glee Club Concert-ing marriage, an Australi~n psy- people! In faot it was the only few ounces of breakfast immechiatrist's involvement, and the hotel lobby I've ever seen with diately followed by a couple of
The Hartford Area Club of
emotional bond that develops wall to wall bodies. I quickly pitchers of lunch and topped Fairfield University will sponsor
between the lawyer and defend- and adroitly deduced that this off with a glass of dessert.
a Glee Club concert Wednesday,
ant, the book is threaded with cramped and odiferous throng
We adjo1.lrnedand watched May 9, at Talcott Junior High
counterplots and convincing was a g r 0 u p of extras from the parade for' a few hours, School in ElmwQod, Conn. Presicharacterizations. Once again "Cleopatra" or a Dental Floss until a rather irritated Police- dent of the club, Robert Lapi-.
Mr. West illuminates a cardinal manufacturer's convention, so I man (Italian, I suspect) led us erre, announced that proceeds
theme - the redemptive quality jo,ined them.
from the spike "of' the Empire from the concert will be Used
of love.
The manner of d l' e s s here· State Building': Wethen told him for a scholarship for a student
1~~~~;;;;;;;;;;';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;----;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;'1
tha,t we had.. lost·· a -rather large from the Hartford area. The
pet monkey up 'here' once and amount of the scholarship will
asked if h~ _had 'seen him. qedetermined by the profit
BRIDGEPORT
Watohing--him 'fum a rainbow from the concert.
of colI'S, we suspected he had no' The -Hartford Club is presently
sense of humor' whatsoever, so working with Fr. Henry Murphy,
S.J., Dean of Admissions, on
Kings Highway Rt. lA we politely took our leave..
The remainder of the week- plans for a "College Day" to be
lExit
24
Conn.
Tpk.
"TOPS IN TOWN"
end I shan't .r~late simply be- held on Saturday, May 5. The
·!FO 7~4404
cause I In,aven'Lthe faintest ide.a purpose of the "College Day" is
90 Kings Highway Cutoff
what happened.. ;£:Iow~v~t~ I. \lid to acquaint prospective college
Fairfield, Conn.
manage to 'piCk up a souvenir. entrants fhroughout Connecticut
Conveni.e.nt
It wasa. gruesome fifty-nine with Fairfield University.
Stop For You,r
ED 3-9555 - 1'0 8-9471
pound head. I laughed' at· it for
Mr. LapiE:'rre also announced.
iwenty minutes 'til I discovereCl there are tentative plans for a
Friends
and
Relatives
Take Conn. lhruwa,y
that it was mine. After the fog dinner-dance during the Easter
Just 5 minutes from campus
lifted and the pain relented, I vacation. Alan Wilson '62 is
Exits 23 or 24
packed my stirrers and openers working on this project. Further
Recommended by AAA
and took my leave. St. Patrick, next
detailsmeeting
will beofreleased
'1,,;::' HELP!
the club.at the

McNulty M~lnagin~ Editor;
Vatter TflJ Be Ass't. Editor

LIBRARY NJOTES Young. Radicals Soiourn In N.Y.
St. Patty's Day Chaos Ensues
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STUDENT COUNCIL
MINUTES

THE
WHETSTONE

By

RICHARD
TINO

March 21, 1961
Meeting was opened with a prayer.
Absent - lVIr. Berchem
Late - None
Excused - None
Minutes were accepted as read.

Prescinding from !he more obvious social, scientific, and
theological ramifications 'of the theory: Darwin's 'ideas concerning the "origin of species" may one day find refutation in their
3imple claim that man has evolved from the figurative and widely
misnamed ape (described by Huxley as "a hairy quadraped, furCommittee Reports
nished with a tail and pointed ears, probably arborea~ in habits")
Treasurer - We have a balance of $1,016.10.
into something better. Man hasn't. Natural selection caught hold
Activity Committee - No report.
of
the nineteenth century imagination not simply because it was
Grievance Committee - No report.
a
well-documented
and thoroughly researched theory; not bePublicity Committee - No report.
cause it offered justification for the philosophy of grab; -not beCollege Bowl Committee - No report.
Honor Committee - Mr. Floyd - We are in the process of
cause it seemed to be an empirical supplement to' the theoretical
drawing up' a report on our plans.
I
devastation of the "Higher Criticism": of tile biblical scholars;
Motor Inn Committee - The booth was open this week and
but because of the blatant evidence, manifest in any small crowd,
will close Friday.
of the brutish qualities in men.
Rack Committee - The Stag is going t{) purchase I''''''ks,
JOSEPH P. FJ~YNN '62
therefore we are saved the expense.
i
From Rousseau to the Manichaeans (a, spectrum which
!
Banquet Committee - No report.
necessarily must include amoilg others and rea(iing from radical
New B~siness.
. ' .
}-'U Student To Attend left to reactionary' right, Wordsworth, Twain, St. Thomas Aquinas,
St. Paul, and St. Augustme) there has been little doubt that man
Mohon - Mr. Zowme - That the councIl set up a commIttee ConferenctP On Youtlt
was at one time - barring interference of some sort - quite
to investigate the possibility of purchasing a mimeograph
~
machine.
Joseph P. Flynn, '62, has been another tiling from that which he now is. The disagreement
sec. dis. passed
named by Rev. William Healy, among the above rests on two points: first, .the cause of the
change; secoild, whether its effect was' good or bad. Motion - Mr. Drake - That the council initiate a program S.J., 'Dean of Fairfield UniverAssuming everyone is right for a change about the causes,
~or all }l?me basketball games for next season, including sity, to repi-esent the University
mfor~atlOn of both teams. Thes~ are to be so~d for. a at Governor Dempsey's Confer- the interferences; assuming the factors cOl:\tributing to the state
set pnce and become a source of mcome for the counCIl. imce on Children and Youth to in which man now finds himself to .be pivine Sanction, Civilizasec. dis. passed
be held at So'uthern Connecticut tion, the Industriai ReVOlution, the Civil War" the Spanish AmerMotion - Mr. Ganim' - That the council accept the petition' State College on April 5. Twenty ican War, the Boer War and several major skirmishes last week
of the 25 proposed members of the psychology club of students from Connecticut col- in Viet Nam, Laos, Algeria and Argentina, not to mention the
Fairfield University and thereby also accept and approve leges' will be selected by their passage 'of civil rights and social welfare legislation, the decline
said constitution in its entirety as an officially recognized deans. Governor John N. Demp- of the Roman Empire, the "Fail of ,the House of Usher," and
major extra-curricular activity.
sey, De~n Fred P. Delli Quadre "The Rise of Silas Lapham"; assumin,g <Ill this there remains to
, sec. dis. passed
of Columbia's New York School be settled the o,uestion of effect., ,What is the end result, the
·
M - G'
Th t th f 11 "
"d
,o~ S.ocial Work, State Educations thing we call man? Is he good or bad? Or has b.e assumed by
M a t Ion
1:
~lllm a , . e 0 owmg. amen ments to Commissioner William Sanders means of a Scholastic distinction the cloak of confidence?
the Constitution of the Cardmal
Key SocIety
be approved an d severa I' 0 tlleI' s t a t e commIS.
.
.'
The Scholastic contention is thaim'an is indifferent. He 1'S
by. the Student CouncIl, and that thIS be done by ad sioners will address the confer~ood insofar as he has being: he is not sO good' insofar as he has
senatem p r o c e d u r e . . .
ence.
been created and is a limited being. The' one balances the other.
(1) Amendment to article 1, sectlOn 2, part A, of the
_
And, with a little intellect and will thrown in to neutralize the
by-laws: Application letters must include weighted aver-I
effects of his animality, a situation somewhat akin to but slightly
age of previous semester, school address, and a photo- American U', To Oiter
less potent than a solution in ionic! equiiibl'i''':Ll1 exists. The congraph.
,
French Class Abroad
tention is a safe one. It is also a balance whiCh can be tipped
·sec. dis. passed
in either direction as the need arises by the deft metaphysical
(2) Amendment to article 1 in the form of an addition:
Members of the Key must maintain a 75% average rehe American University, thumbs of the Schoolmen. It is hardly the sort of vehicle one
quired for admission. .
Washmgton, D.C.,. WIll offer. a would expect to find converted into the' bandwagon which :O:;-rnew three credIt course m winism became. Neither a sport car nor a'l1!xury car, Eeither a
.
.
.
(3) A men d ment to article
1, sectlOn 7, roncernmg pro- F'
1 C' '1 t'
Ab
d f
'ce
dure d
'
1 t'
.
f an a dd'1- J'renc81 JIVI zalOn
unng
e,ec
lOn mee t"mg, m th e folln
0
29 1962 roa
Th trom
t l Mercedes nor a Bentley, it is rather like a compac,t car, economit' . 11
ed'
tIt'
.
b k tune - une,
.
e 0 a
.1On. ~ proce mgs a e ec I.on meet.rngs .must . e. ep cost of the trip including trans- cal and practical but incapable of any re<J,1 .power .and withou.'t
m stnct ronfidence. Those gmlty of dlvulgmg th1S mfort t'
'b
d t'
d the slightest intention of being beautiful. Like the £ompact car,
f
r bl t '
d"
POl' a lOn, room,
oar, IpS an
rna Jon ar~ Ia e a lmme late expulsIOn.
entrance fees is $775.00. Credit Scholastic philosophy, its claims and ideas, may last longer than
_~
sec. dIS. passed .
students must also pay $90.00 its rivals. It may be more cheaply repaired. But it hardly recognizes the fact that, as most all things temporal, it too can hardly
(4) Amendmen~ ~o article 4, section 5, parts A-G, in the tuition.
expect to last' forever, not even on the strength of its, tenuous
form of an addItion to the by-laws: The following standTh
1as
I. h
'11 1
ing committees shall be appointed: Social Committee, N t' e c A .s, Wtl~C WWIh' etave attachment to eternal truth.
R d C
C'
.'. .
a lOna l lrpor In as Ing on
. e
ross om~l1lttee, Rally Commltt~e, PublIcIty Camm. D.C., at 3:00 p.m. on Friday;
, Despite or because of the Piltdown and Java men, man conMohon - Mr. Gal1lm - That the followmg amendments to June 8 will return from Paris tinues to exist as he is, getting a little taller, perhaps, as the
the Fairfield University Honor Society be approved by on Friday, June 29. Enrollment years pass, living a little longer, blunting his nerve-ends soo»er
the council and this be done by ad seriatem procedure: will be limited to 25 students than he has previously. But the changes are arbitrary and for
1. That the Debating Club, Stag, New Frontiers and and Carvel de Bussy, Instructor, every man whose life-span has been increased by such devices
Sciencia be raised to cardinal activity.
Department of Languages and as Salk vaccine, another has had his shortened by such devices
sec. dis. p a s s e d .
Linquistics, The American Uni- as the automatic riflle. Man is still capable of committing the
2. That the St. Cecilia's Academy be lowered to a versity, will be the professor most despicable acts conceivable. With'the proper stimulus he
minor activity.
and tour director. The tour will can become a lyncher, a liar, a lecher, a thief, a cheat, or a
3. That the following point system be used for point be conducted through the C.I.V. literary critic (which is frequently a combination of all these
designation.
International Travel Center, The with the addition ofa leech). He is' also capable of being a
Oardinal
Major
Minor
Social
Group Division of Bethesda Tra- lover, a humanitarian, a poet, or a priest, though hardly with
President
5
43
2
vel Center, Bethesda, Md.
the same consistency or probability.
Officer
4
3
2
1
The first two weeks of the
The difficulty in attempting to define man lies in the fact
Member
3
2
1
0
course will be spent in the that he is beyond definition. He may be acknoweldged, accepted,
This shall be used to include all possible points for greater Paris area with visits to and even described but never defined. Definition in its strictest
participation in activity, Le., for membership and principal historical and cultural sense implies a circumscription of the total extension of its obofficeship.
landmarks. Special lectures will ject. That which is to be defined is also confined within the
4. Special Designation
be scheduled by regular profes- limitations prescribed by the definition. Even in descri'bing man
(A) C.I.S.L.: Senior Delegate: 2 points
sor~ ~f the University o~ Paris. (in the genus-species method called definition by some) the de(B) C.I.S.L.: Junior Delegate: 1 point
IndIvIdual research proJects at scription must be given in similar terms. Saying that he is a
Sh
Sullivan (SEC)
the Blbliatheque Nationale will
___________________
au_n
be assigned to credit students. rational animal is a little better than saying that a horse is an
animal found in stables. It merely gives an indication of the
An examination will be given
means
by which one may be recognized. - .rust as there are horses
at the end of the second week.
outside of stables, so also is the soul of'nian capable of existence
The last week of the program outside the body. These "definitions'" won't do - the "essences"
will be spent touring the Loire they offer are as offensive to the mind as amoergris is to the
Valley by motorcoach with vis- nose 'and far less promising.
its to Blois, Chartres,Chenoncreaux, Tours, Laches, Amboise,
Chinon Orleans,' Fontainbleau
and other towns.
Students not regularly enrolled at The American' University are eligible for admission to 'the program. Applications should be subnlitted before
May 1. For further info!tnation,
contact: Antonio Ade-lfio, Managing Director, Bethesda Trave'l
Center, 7420 Waverly St., Bathesda, Md.
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• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS

• FOR DRESS FASHIONS

TOWNE
CLEANERS

• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS

3 HOUR DRY CLEANING'
6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
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N oied Entertainer Exp0ltuds;
Right-Willg Catholics Attacked
Screen and T.V. star Steve
Allen lashed out this week at
Catholic right-wingers.
In an article published in the
February issue of New University News. Allen lauds Pope
John's recent encyclical, "Mater
et Magistra," saying that "it is
clearly the Pope's intention to
introduce urgently-needed new
ideas into the present difficult
world-situation."
Allen goes on to claim that the
social and political attitudes of
many Catholic conservatives are
in direct conflict with the Pope's
;pronouncement.
Allen argues that "What is
important now, and what the
. Pope understands very well, if
,some conservatives do not, is
that ,revolution by radical left'ists unfriendly to the. United
States and sympathetic toward
the Soviet Union is highly
likely unless steps are taken,
and fast, to alleviate social grievances in Latin America, Africa
and Asia."
Allen empbasizes that Pope
·John identifies the Catholic
·Church with the revolutionary
-aspirations of the developing nations, "and his observations -are

no more calculated to fall gently
upon conserv~tive ears than
were the views on capitalism of
Pius XI. To the -many liberal
Catholics who have long labored
to popularize the progressive
social teachings of Pius XI and
Pius XII the new encyclical will,
of course. be a source of comfort
and encouragement."
Allen speaks then on the
National Review. which he calls
"the most authoritative rightwing journal," and whose editor,
William F. Buckley, is a leading
Catholic
conservative.
Allen
condemns the magazine for
labeling the encyclical "a venture in triviality." He then
states his feeling that "the official conservative spokesmen,
having committed their fortunes,
reputations and ·egos, are probably now literally unable to
change their minds."
Commenting on the Pope's
complimenting the U.N. and its
agencies, Allen says, "There are
still those Catholics of rightwing extremist persuasion who
will be at the very least surprised to learn that the hate-campaign against the U.N. is frowned upon by Catholic authorities."
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Senio~ Class Presents
Debate On Integration
In Gonzaga, April 16
William F. Buckley, Jr., Con- I
servative Editor of the "National,
Review," noted lecturer and author, and Rev. William J. Ken- I
ealy, S.J., Professor at Loyola Law School, lecturer. and I
Catholic spokesman on racial,
relations, will debate "The Integration Problem," April 16th in
Gonzaga Auditorium. Both men
go on record as opposed to segregation but differ as to the
means of integration.
This airing, part of the Bellarmine Lecture Series, is sponsored by the Senior Class with the
assistance of Fr. William G.
Devine, S.J. Earlier this year
this class also sponsored the
Wechsler-Meyer Debate. It is
Photo by Pete Goss
hoped that future senior classes
will continue to sponsor Bellar- NEW HONOR SOCIETY MEMBERS Roderick Dowling, Thomas
mine Lectures, according to a Tiernan, Ronald Cappelletti, Richard Picardi, and Ned CoIl
stand at Loyola Hall entrance. The five Seniors joined ten
senior class spokesman.
previously-appointed members.

i

Fr. M.cGrath Speaks
Western Mass. Club
Of Clinical Psycholog·y Announces Plans For
On March 22, Rev. Thomas hltercollegiate' Mixer
McGrath, S.J. reviewed three
books at the Alpha Book Club
meeting. They were Colman's
"Abnormal Psychology and
Modern Life," "The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud," and
Karl Stern's "Pillar of Fire."
Fr. McGrath, head of the Psychology Department, noted the
three main approaches to clinical psychology. The first is classical. This includes any work by
the great analysts, especially
Freud the father of psychoanalysis. The second approach
is through text books, synthetizations of what the top psychologists hold today. The third
path to l~nderstan?ing is,y~e~ature. Wnters havmg a dIvme
sensitivity" to human life often
turn out sound psychologically
oriented novels.

The·

Western

Massachusetts
has announced plans for an intercollegiate dance to be held the evening of April 23 at the Wycoff
Country Club in Holyoke.
Jerome Burke. President of
the club, said this is an idea
which he and club Vice-President Sean _Dunphy have been
considering for some time. He
said the dance is being organized
on a basis similar to the Catholic
Intercollegiate which takes place
in Hartford every Thanksgiving.
There will be four colleges
participating in this first annual
Western Massachusetts Intercollegiate: Fairfield. Holy Cros~,
Providence and St. Anselm.
Although this year's dance is
being run on an experimental
basis, Mr. Burke said if it is
successful, an attempt will be
made to expand it next year so
that it will take in all the Catholic colleges represented· in tllE;
Western Massachusetts area.

Und~rgraduate Club

HONOR SOCIETY
(Conl'd from Page L Col. 3)
career.
Roderick Dowling, a History
Major from Eastchester, New
York; is a senior class officer and
fonner SPOtts Editor of the
STAG.
Mr. Picardi. from Brooklyn,
New York, is known for his contributions to the Drama Society
and the Republican Club.
Thomas Tiernan, an Education
major from West I-laven, has
served in the French and Education Clubs.
Selection for the Honor Society is limited to seniors who
have combined scholastic excellence with outstanding extracurricular participation. Membership in this society, reflecting
the respect of stndents and faculty alike. is one of the highest
accolades the University awards
to its undergraduates. The members must be recommengea----'u''''y''''-=-:::;;,.....--;
the Dean and approved by the
president.
The previous members are:
Robert Berchem, Vincent Carrafiello, Anthony Fappiano, Joseph
Gamba, Robert Jorlett, Gary
Muller, William Ndini, Donald
Preziosi, Thomas Tierney, and
Richard Tino.

The elements of tragedy that are incorporated i'n any playwright's efforts are people and conflict. These are the base and
-the skeleton upon which the author molds his play.
It seems rather obvious that the theatre must deal wilh
people. It is however not that clear an instance in l1istory. The
fault that arises from this basic fact is that the people that are
the subject of a work are not fully people at all. They lack a
necessary depth and feeling that would distinguish them from
mere characterizations. They become symbols or representations,
not real, complete people. This is best illustrated by the Medieval work, Everyman, in wp.ich there is a generalization of one
man to have this figure represent all humanity. This is acceptable in the dramatic form of a morality play which depicts the
struggle of good and evil for Everyman.
• •
This dramatic convention was known to the times and,
accepted by them. An example of a contemporary usage of the I .
everyman concept is found in A Man For All Seasons, by Robert
Bolt. Here the subtle usage of one man to represent all of the common men as he dons and spoffs caps and doublets to assist his
Thon;tas E. Holland, a senior
character is acceptable to the modern norms of character. 'l'he from Springfield, Mass., has been
The Spanish table will meet
portrayal is convincing in each of its facets and yet it represents awarded a National Defense every Wednesday evening at
the common man "en toto" in its growing persecution and final Language Fellowship for doc- 6:15 dinner.
execution of Thomas More.
toral study at the University of
People then must be the subject of the stage. The convic- Southern California. During the
ing portrayal of real people in real or possible situations is the three year period, he will study
the Spanish language and linkey to drama.
guistics.
Real situations lead to the areas of c<mflict in drama.
The grant provides for $.2000
Aristotle's synthesis of the requirements of drama in his definilion states that it is -a "representation of men acting." Actual the first year, $2200 the second
life is not a simple pattern. It is a series of questions, of choice year, and $2400 the third year.
An allotment of $400 a year will
patterns that by its very nature involves the areas of conflict.
Over 5.000 Sele<:ted Titles
This conflict is a struggle between opposing forces for a cen- be provided for his dependents.
36 hour delivery on most other
Mr. Holland stated that his
tral force or the battle between a central force for one of two
studies in Chile during his
special orders
alternatives. It is tne pursuit of truth by Hamlet, the choice of sophomore year and the guidfeeling or reason by_ Pheadra.
ance given him by Fr. Leeber,
1414 POST ROAD
It provides the jumping-off point for movement because S.J., were of great help to him
FAIRFIELD CENTER
CL 6-0658
action implies action. I will not bother with the diletante distinc- in obtaining the fellowship.
tion between action and activity. It is merely necessary to have
action in a drama because it is presented; it is an objective art
form. The emphasis is on the presented action and not on the
narrated or the intellectual or unseen action. If an audience is
subjected to people standing on a stage and talking without
the simplest expression of action. movement or the associated
areas, then it should stay home and listen to the radio. Even
in radio, action is implied by the use of sounds and pauses.
Greeting Cards
This does not mean that one merely needs people jumping
Social
Stationery
about a stage to have a play. There must be thoughts and meanCrone's
ing to their presence On the stage and what they do while there.
and other fine papers
These thoughts, however, can be shown through the character's
relationships with people and his movements.
Engraving - Printing
Wedding Invitations
We have 1Jhen, people on a stage. 'I\hese people have thoLl.g'hts
and reactions to the situations that they are in. These situations
Announcements
and the thoughts and reactions of the people should resemble
Visiting Cords
actual life. In the portrayal of these people there should be
Attractive and
movement, conflict and a progression to an ending situation
Distinctive Gifts
that is in some way different bhan bhe beginning situation that
Gift Wrappings and Service
the people on the stage have been presented in.
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_
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·Paperback
Book Specialists

The
Blue Bird Shop
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STUDENTS, HELP!
THE STAG
Fairfield University Campus
Newspaper
is in desperate need of advertising salesmen. espe<:ially
freshmen and sophomores,
who commute daily to the
University. A 10% dividend
age of the neighboring com:
munities. A 10% dividend
will be paid on all ads sold.
Leave your name with
}\.NY editor.

FRED REICIIERT & SON
ll'IEN - YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING

FAIRFIELD OFFICE
784 VILLA AVE., COR KINGS HIGHWAY

Sp,ecial Prices on Blazers for Group;

OPEN
FRIDAYS

993 BRO.l\.D STREET

WNAB BLDG.

TO
8 P.M.

